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ABSTRAC'.r

The Use of Token Reinforcement

to Facilitate

Style of Verbal Interaction
Psychiatric

a Therapeutic

in Groups of

Patients
by

Henry G. Martin,

Doctor of Philos ophy

1974

Utah State University,
Major Professor:
Dr. Michael R. Bertoch
Department:
Psychology
This study evaluated
technique

as a treatment

procedure

psychiatric

patients.

hospitalized,
assigned

the use of a tok en, operant
in a group setting
Fifteen

five patients.

reinforcement

Responses" and under a yoked-control
reinforcement;

group; each

groups received

for "Therapeutic

phase of non-contingent

token

the sequence of these phases was the major difference

between the two experimental

recorded

were randomly

patients

The two expe rimental

tokens during phases of contingent

ditions

with chronic,

to two exper i mental groups and to one control

group included

conditioning

of no tokens,

groups.

and the frequency

The control

group met under con-

of "Therapeutic

Responses" was

on those subjects.

"Therapeutic

Responses" were characterized

and problem-solving

oriented

by Quadrant IV of the &ll,
Results

~learly

did occur significantly

interaction
Interaction

supported

among group members as defined
Matrix (1I11:1).

the hypotheses

more frequently

as open, confrontive,

that

therapeutic

and for longer durations

responses
in

viii
both the experimental

groups in the following

(1) under conditions

of contingent

conditions

of non-contingent

extinction

phases;

to the control
extinction

token reinforcement

token reinforcement

Reversal

procedures

as compared to

and to baseline

(2) in both of the experimental

group.

directions:

and

groups as compared

demonstrated

the expe cted

effects.

Also, all

three

whi ch included:

groups were compared on follow-up

(1) pre- and post-test

~ Behavioral

Adjustment

HIM-B (an unpublished

the three groups'~

Scale;

instrument

toward group interaction).

ratings

outcome data

by hospital

attendants

changes on the ward as measured by !h2,

of the group member's behavior

test

predicted

( 2) pre- and post-test
based on the

scores

.!Y.!1
measuring

There were no differential

on the

attitudes

effects

among

Behavioral

Adjustment

Scale and HIM-B post-

were discussed

in respect

to the implications

scores.
These results

applied

research

in the area of verbal

for the treatment
for future

research

of chronic

psychiatric

to examine possible

of

conditioning,

and implications

patients.

Recommendations

generalization

effects

were

offered.

(117 pages)

CHAPTER
I
INTRODUCTION
Statement

and delimitation

The present
conditioning

study is an attempt
as a treatment

technique

with chronic,

hospitalized,

Psychotherapeutic
remarkable

of the problem

owing to results

techniques

research,

methods based on operant

attests

replicable,

to their

Previous

research

further

support

offers

being reported

indicates

theory.

conditioning
behavior,

efficacy
agents

and measurable

in a .group setting

undergoing

based on modern learning

to modify many kinds of unadaptive

operant

patients.

is presently

utilizing

literature

procedure

psychiatric

practice

re-evaluation

to use a token,

In practice

and a growing body of

and to their

value as objective,

that

conditioning
theory

of verbal

interpretation

and group psychotherapy.

technique

specificity

cause and effect

personal

process

demonstrated
verbal

a population

The present

tool

is typically

conditioning

behavior
non-verbal.

behavior
of changes
This type of

enables

a more

in the interparadigm has been

in the experimental

study was an attempt

of the type of verbal
that

and thereby

to be explored

The verbal

to be an effective

behavior.

parameters

relationship

of therapy.

and

theory have been devised

that may occur during individual

precise

by researchers

of change.

to a learning

allows for descriptive

a rather

analysis

of

to extend the

which can be conditioned

with

2

Verbal conditioning.
"systematic
ability

application

Krasner defined verbal conditioning
o! sooial

reinforoement

of another person emitting

to influenoe

a specifiable

the prob-

verbal behavior."

1965, P• 213)

(Krasner,

reviewers

Many

Krasner,

as the

(Krasner,

1958; Strong, 1964; Williams,

1965; Ka.nfer, 1968) have documented the transition

Skinneria.n operant conditioning
animal learning

procedures

to simple laboratory

1964;
of

from simple laboratory

verbal learning

experiments with

humans to the more complex applied problems such as are found in
individual

and group therapy settings.

verbal conditioning

is an effective

within an interpersonal
a legitimate

situation;

treatment

technique

It has been demonstrated that
of changing verbal behavior

wa;y

how to use verbal conditioning
needs further

exploration

as

and

clarification.
Verbal conditioning
a historical

research

stae;es.

Ka.nfer (1968) has presented

sketch of the trend of verbal conditioning

four stages:

(1) demonstration,

(2) re-evaluation,

research

through

(3) application

and

(4) expansion.
Kan.fer indicated

that studies

{early 195o•s) chiefly

during the "demonstration

attempted to "demonstrate

that various modifi-

cations

of the basic operant conditioning

applied

to human behavior and that response classes

oomplexity are sensitiTe
p. 256).

to reinforcing

Experiments during this

demonstrating

that the Skinnerian

some success to human behavior
in this demonstration

stage"

paradigm can be fruitfully

operations"

of varying
(Kanfer, 1968,

stage were primarily

concerned with

S-R paradigm could be applied with

{usually

verbal)e

Many of the studies

stage used simple verbal reinforcers

such as

3

"ubmm"
or

"good" and relatively

variables

such as "personal

simple response

verbal

'
and disapproval,

approval

ability

of a response

class

Kan:fer indicated
ization

was that

results

were highly

of variables

that

perfoiinance

mccybe affected

iarity

apparent

that

differences

social

or experimental

ference

in the results

The application
verbal

conditioning

by many vari .ables

or the desired

setting,

techniques

so forth.

Since the verbal

and subject

the subject

or client),

techniques

increasingly

situations.

and (4) his

It became

reinforcing

populations

stimuli,

made a dif-

those investigations

personality,

conditioning

studies

therapies

clinical

that have used
for evaluating
procedure s, and

methods represent

interview,

procedures,

conditioning

of interview

(3) his familclass,

and methodology as tools

behavior,

analogue to the clinical

products

(1) his past

obtained.

about social

of many verbal

response

of large
a subject's

toward the experimenter,

stage includes

other psychotherapeutic

that

such as:

in the task variables,

hypotheses

oratory

Findings

in group data suggested

new or problem-solving

of approaching

experimental

by a much wider variety

had been expected.

(2) his attitudes

stage the real-

conditioning

to and affected

with the task material

style

and a tone , changed the prob-

nouns.

of verbal

sensitive

among subjects

rei1'lforcements,

during the "re-evaluation"

in the field

variability

four different

a light

of plural

than previously

experiences,

that

for dependent

Greenspoon (1951, 1955), for

pronouns."

example, was able to demonstrate

classes

counseling

a clo se lab-

interview

and since the experimental
closely

(i.e.,

the utilization
became an actual

parallel

treatment

purposes

one of the by-

changing the verbal
of verbal

and

behavior

conditioning
procedure.

of

4
Several

studies

have had as their

of various

tiveness

modification

clinical

cf interview

goal the testing

or counseling

1969; Hellervick,

(Roffer,

1971; Hauserma.n, 1972; and others).
"application

stage"

conditioning

techniques

classes

pronouns,

behavioristic

acceptable

statements

stage,

expansion

hostile

within

researchers

and cognitive

verbs,

or non-acceptable

learning

During the last
to resolve

in learning,

and mediational

four stages

developmental

context

the "application

study.

st38e" of verbal

the

between

the role

of awareness

processes.

have been summarized in order to present

of the present

or

stage,

issues

learning,

Kanfer's

emotional

by modifying the original

theories

variables,

response

words, self

paradiEUls of such phenomena as vicarious
self-reinforcing

verbal

or non-hostile

are attempting

the
of verbal

of different

and many others.

or

1969; Alumbaugh,

Research studies

in the modification

words, socially

other reference

(2) the

have also focused on the applicability

such as plural

or neutral

procedures,

(3) and group therapy behavior

behavior,

small group interaction

of (1) the effec-

This study fits

the

best into

conditioning.

S;umma.r,,y
of research contributing
to this investigation
There were three
formation
tioning

general

and design of this
of verbal

responses

among schizophrenic
therapeutic

considerably
literature
experiential

study:

conditioning

and categorizing

in individual

during the past twenty-five

and anecdotal

years.

expositions;

accounts

led up to the
and the condiof verbal

behavior

and facilitating

and group therapies.

The group psychotherapy

have been theoretical

that

group counseling

in groups;

patients;

interaction

Group research,

areas of research

literature

has grown

Major portions
however, recently

of the whole encounter

group

of the

5
phenomenon have become popular.

Research studies

focused on adopting traditional
client-centered

therapy,

selected

approaches with different

have attempted to compare

target

The actual

and so forth,

populations,

and on

procedures used have usually

and there has been very little

specificity

resemblance of an independent and dependent variable.

Pattison•s

perusal

described

psychoanalysis,

psychodrama, operant techl'liques,

outcome measures.

inadequately

such as:

Generally these studies

to the group setting.
these various

techniques

have for the most part

of the six major volumes reviewing psychotherapy

the period from 1956 to 1965 revealed
studies

on group psychotherapy

design (i.e.

control

that had

Few give

best.

any

usually

the conclusions
difficult

correlative

during

to evaluat i ve

in their

are either

research

steps or constructive

Also, the researchers

about the important variables

generally

research

measures, etc.).

reflect

procedural

to aid :future investigators.
cific

(1966)

(Ma.cClennan and Levy, 1970, 1971; Lubin,

1972) generally
specific

or

semblance of a research

any

group, before and after

Recent reviews of articles
Lubin, and Sargeant,

only six references

been

research

criticism

have not been spestudies;

ambiguous or confusing.

to know to what the reported

at

and
It is

outcomes and results

can

be attributed.
Even though the development of group methods goes back to 1906 and
that of group psychotherapy
ditioning
setting

to 1931 (Moreno, 1967), verbal operant con-

had not been used as a treatment

until

the early 1960's (Dinoff,

Timmons, 1961; Ullmann, Krasner,
Recent research has directed
groups behavior toward specific

technique

et al.,

and Collins,
attention
styles

in the group

1960; Rickard and
1961).

toward manipulating

of interaction,

the

a:nd/or increasing

6
the frequency
patients.

of verbalizations

(1969) successfully

Roffer

college

counseling

action

in counseling

groups.

dures with chronic

et.

al.,

behavior

their

conditioning

patients

their

initiations

research

the increased

as a legitimate
research

the parameters

conditioned

in what types of groups.

Behavior therap;y with schizophrenics.

have been called

not directly

the "behavior

demonstrated

behavioral

a remarkable

experiment,

techniques

control
Isaacs,

to reinstate

males who had not emitted verbal
and Haughton
reinforcement
of psychotic

in group therapy.
usage of

et al.
verbal

technique

behaviors

dependent upon verbal

with chronic

adoles-

is necessary

Several

proce-

Hauserman,

Other operant

therapies."

and

social

treatment

of what types of verbal

to discover

studies,

between a counselor

emission of verbal

techniques

procedures,

intel:'-

with six hospitalized

indicates

with

were used by Hellervick

to increase

however, .f'u.rther applied

group settings;

tioning

verbal

(1971) used token reinforcement

(1972) used token reinforcement

In smmnary, recent

treatment

procedure

with other group members and the group therapist.

cents to increase

operant

procedures

verbal

Alumbaugh

psychiatric

psychiatric

used a reinforcing

Similar

confrontive

Further,

responses

non-verbal

groups to teach open and confrontive

(1969) to condition
his client.

with typically

in

in order
can be

conditioning
conditioning,

classic

schizophrenic

studies

have

patients.

In

(1960) applied operant condibehavior

responses

in two mute catatonic

for over

14 years.

Ayllon

(1964) demonstrated that when ward staff withheld social
(extinction)

it resulted

speech of institutionalized

Ayllon and Azrin

female schizophrenic

in a decrease
patients.

in the frequency
In a series

of

(1965) set up a token econolll31"on a ward of 45

patients.

They demonstrated

that

by secondary

1
reinforcement
psychotic
reader

(i.e.

tokens)

patients

in a quasi real-life

is referred

behavior

therapy

(Lindsley,

to other
on chronic

1956; Yates,

Earlier

studies

of conditioning
Experiments

sources

situation.

that

demonstrated

that

by Salzinger

of reinforcement

type of situation.

(Salzinger,

1956) and by the use of verbal
Other findings

(Salzinger

and Pisoni,

prognosis

{Salzinger
reinforcement
ulate

(6-month follow-up)
1960a).

technique

continuous

of light

have

of schizhave

in schizophrenics
stimuli

reinforcement
that

can be

{Salzinger

schizophrenic

and

patients

than have normal individuals

1960b); and that

and Pisoni,

behavior

as discriminative

indicated

to extinction

of reinforcing

'l'hese studies

affect

by the use of questions

better

patients.

and his colleagues

on the verbal

the output of verbal

resistance

patients

and in quasi-therapeutic

manipulated

1960).

of use of

and possibilities

of schizophrenic

in real

of studies

in an interview

have less

psychiatric

the diffioulties

behavior

of patients

examined the effects

of

The interested

review the extent

institutionalized

have explored

A series

behaviors

1970).

the verbal

behavior

situations.

Pisoni,

adaptive

have been set up to examine the feasibility

the verbal

ophrenics

they could increase

patients

than patients

who condition

who do not condition

'l'hey have also demonstrated
flashing

speech in schizophrenic

have a

that

a

feedback can be used to manippatients

(Salzinger,

et.

al.,

1964).
Limited research
techniques

has been reported

on the verbal

interactions

on the use of conditioning
in group therapy.

Ku.rpiewski, and Timmons (1960) classified
group therapy

of chronic

male schizophrenics

the verbalizations

Dinoff,

Horner,

during

into five categories

and

8

found that
output.

differential

reinforcement

However, in both this

Kurpiewski,

Rickard,

did not carry

Ullmann, et.

interaction

1

auditory

significantly

stimuli

increased

with social
positive

chronic

verbal

psychiatric

patients

that

Definition

lJlci3"be

studies

ratings

Wagner (1966)

in a group of psychiatric

in a group of patients;

their

and a number of personality
were used in a group of
the number of social

responses

(Alwnbaugh, 1971).

to apply and explore

research

by use of an

Lapuc and Harmatz (1970) condi-

indicate

conditioned

(1962) in a group

upon the silence.

to increase

of "Therapeutic

One of the necessary

silences

procedures

and the therapist

rel~

however, they were unable to show a.ny

on behavior

to continue

against

statements

conditioning,

effect

al.

productivity

self-reference

In summary, these

behaviors

by a

and the amount of group

Heckel , et.

contingent

Token reinforcement

between patients

research

during group therapy

talk

conditioned

reinforcement.

demonstrated

generalization
measures.

and

without

s (1961) study ind ic ated t hat there was an inverse

with 25 male inpatients.

unpleasant

results

session

on a Group Therapy Scale {as rated

with male patients,

subjects

Horner,

were transient

to a test

reinforcement

between the amount of therapist

therapy

study {Dinoff,

compared with two other gr oups not given reinforcement.

Salzberg

tioned

rise

session

verbal

al . (1961) did, however, find th at a group

personal

showed a significant
psychiatrist)

affected

and Tinunons, 1960) the results

with positive

tionship

and a subsequent

over from the training

reinforcement.
provided

significantly

the potential
the limits

with chronic

of other verbal

schizophrenic

Response" - a class
prerequisites

for future

of this

of verbal

patients.
behavior,

study was to decide

9

upon a categorization
group interaction

tool that oould reliably

deemed to have therapeutic

Previous researoh
target

in this

verbalizations

statements,

suoh as "verbal

conditioning

initiations,"

modification

of delusional

developed categorization

developed for therapeutic

groups is the

Matrix (referred

to as the~)

certain

verbal behavior impressed Hill as having more therapeutic
others.

The~

topic oriented,
relationship

defines

of group interaction:
lative,

that

personal

statements.
i.e.

and confrontive

considered

four topics

group oriented,

referenced

responsive,

statements.

Quadrant IV of the matrix.

interpersonal

may

therapeutic

This quadrant includes
on topics

nature.

For further

description

than

i.e.
and

l!J1:ldefines five styles

'l'hose verbal

of interaction

potential

statements,

conventional,

style

kinds of

occur in groups:

referenced

Also, the

by Hill to be at the highest

or Confrontive

.!Y1l

1961, 1965, 1971). During the development of

Matrix (Hill,

the !!11 Interaction

behavior,

and so forth.

specifically

Interaction

has chosen

self-reference

One of the best examples of an empirically
technique

of

benefit.

area of verbal

answers to questions,

verbal productivity,

measure a ohosen style

assertive,

behaviors

specu-

that are

work level fall
either

of either

into

a Speculative
a personal

of the,!!!!

or

see

Chapter III.
One of the contentions

made by Hill is that group therapy practice

should move to the point of a science;
systematic

feedback on the style

group could have utility

that subjects

(1971) suggested the use of

of interaction

and lead to better

Studies by Ro!fer (1969), Hellerviok
indicated

Hill

functioning

within a

therapy for the group.

(1968), and Lee (1968) all have

can be modified behaviorally

to operate at

10

higher

!!JI:1levels

(i.e.

in Quadrant IV).

Ra.nd1 s (1967) study indicated

l!!!!

levels

therapy

that

Yalom, Houts, Newell, and

group members do operate

when given some orientation

prior

to participating

in a

group.

Restatemen~ and justification
research problem

of the

One of the commonproblems with chronic,
phrenic

at higher

pat i ents is that

verbalize,

they are typically

it is at a shallow,

Previous

research

phrenics

can be modified.

Research with the.!!!!
classifying

significant

1968 and Roffers,
schizophrenics

behavior

conditioning

functioning

therapeutic

A major objective
ment as a treatment
interaction

level

technique

in a group therapy

The study can be justified
is a further
conditioning.

extension

(Hellervick,

•

there

is no research

to interact

that

the verbal
at a higher

by the .!!:Y:1)•

the therapeutic

of schizophrenic

from several

attempt

students

has modified a group of

condition

of the "application

This study will

has

study was to use token reinforce-

to operant
setting

of

and research

to condition

patients

(as defined

of the present

reliability

HIM levels
.......

techniques

level.
of schizo-

at higher lQ;! levels

study is that

of a group of schizophrenic

behavior

groups of college

1969). However, no research
at higher

or when they do

interaction;"

to verbalize

to verbalize

operant

its

in modifying

The problem of the present
has applied

the verbal

"therapeutic

results

and other normal subjects

that

schizo-

non-problem-solving

has demonstrated

and pinpointing

indicated

non-verbal,

responsive,

has demonstrated

hospitalized

patients.

perspectives.
stage"

of research

to demonstrate

First,

it

on verbal

the modification

11
of a verbal

response

(i.e.

chronic,

olass

is atypical.

class

(i.e.

psychiatric

patients)

the spectrum of how behavior
used in the treatment
this

interaction

design),

Baseline,

higher

therapeutic
beyond the

are used frequently

design,

The paradigm of moat operant
replication

in which various

response

Contingent
conditional

through-

reinforcement,

patterns

behavior
called

are successively

(Sidman, 1960).
when the initial

operant

is determined.

upon the occurrence

response

design (often

treatments

The phase of the experiment

of a target

When rewards (or tokens)
of the target

are exhibited

response,

are given
and the appro-

at a consistently

high level

1969).

Extinction,
follows

in the area of group

who are typically

to and removed from the same subject

(Bandura,

can be

therapies.

employing an intra-subject

the reversal

priate

significance

terms and abbreviations

ABA experimental

level

token reinforcement)

patients.

with persons

in "talk"

it broadens

study.

out the present

applied

(i.e.

in that

response

of tenns

The following

research

verbal

a means of facilitating

in group therapy

Definition

therapy

study has potential

realm of being involved

with subjects

significance

of psychiatric

It lill\Y demonstrate

therapy.

J!Y:1
level)

with whom this

study has potential

Second, this

Third,

high

No consequence that

the response.

the response

will

return

During periods

earlier

functioned

of extinction

to (or approach)

the initial

as a reinforcer

the frequency
operant

of

level.
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The Hill

~

s.

and Ida

Interaction

Hill to rate

Matrix was developed by William F. Hill

the verbal

HIM-B. An unpublished

instrument

based on the .t!Qi; it was designed
preferences

ized psychiatric

groups.

developed by William F. Hill

to measure a person's

Scale.

A rating

to measure the typical

patients;

MACC stands

cooperation,

interaction

scale used by ward

ward behavior

of hospital-

it was developed by Robert B. Ellsworth

for the four obtained

reinforcement.

but after

a certain

behavior,

there

scores:

motility,

is usually

(Bandura,

When rewards (or tokens)

time has elapsed,

affect,

independent

are given,

of the subject's

a marked drop in the frequency

of the target

1969).

Talk response.

Verbal initiations

of three

or more continuous

words.
Target response,

In the present

were chosen as the responses
Therapeutic

are oriented

Verbal responses

.!Y11.Interaction

to a problem-solving

Tokens,

Tangible

stimuli

and a reinforcer.

used as tokens;
types of rewards.

study "Therapeutic

to be operantly

Responses,

Q.ua.drant IV of the

response

and

and communication.

Boncontingent

response

Adjustment

and attendants

(1957).

of therapy

in groups.

MACCBehavioral
nurses

interaction

Matrix;
style

conditioned.
as categorized

by

these type of responses

of interaction.

used to bridge

Usually

Responses"

the delay between a

poker chips or metal slugs are

they can be spent to buy cigarettes,

candy, and other

13
Yoked-control
number of tokens,
contingent
reinforcement

technigue

1

A procedure

and the duration

reinforcement
phase.

used to insure

between tokens dispensed

phase approximates

that

that

the

in a non-

in a contingent

14

CHA.PrERII
REVIEWOF LITERATURE

This review of literature

will

focus primarily

considerations

of research

perspectives:

(1) Verbal conditioning

mental settings;
and/or

on verbal

conditioning

this

studies

technique

(sometimes a group)

ment phase (B), and a return
A brief

description

response

that

classes,

the independent

in counseling

studies

in groups

are reviewed are based on an

design.

in an operant
to baseline

baseline

Essentially

procedures,

and the problems inherent

of a

phase (A), a treat-

or ertinction

used and the results

reinforcement

treatment

design

design which allows comparisons

phase (A).

obtained.

be placed on the type of research

the use of effective

studies

will be given for most of the studies,

emphasis on the procedures
emphasis will

process

and experi-

which has used an experimental

design is an intra-subject

subject

in laboratory

to as an ".AJ3A"experimental

referred

overlapping

patients.

Many of the following

generally

studies

from three

(3) Verbal conditioning

groups;

composed of psychiatric

operant

conditioning

(2) Verbal conditioning

psychotherapy

on methodological

designs

with

Particular
that

the variety

are used,

of verbal

in outcome evaluation

of

variables.

Verbal conditioning
in laboratory
and experimental settings
Many of the

tioning

research

conditioning

studies

during the application

have been directed

techniques

to reinstate,

stage of verbal

at demonstrating
manipulate,

condi-

the use of operant

or shape the verbal

15
behavior

of psychiatric

psychotio
in this

residents

or schizophrenic).
area,

psychotics

Isaacs,

et.

those olassified

In one of the earliest
al.

(1960) reinstated

of successive

simple attending

beginning,

behaviors

they progressively

izations,

and eventually

as reinforcers.
conditioning

In this
techniques

studies

behavior

in two

respectively.

approximations;

such as eye gaze.

shaped facial

as either

exploratory

verbal

who had been mute for 19 and 14 years,

used a shaping procedure
forced

(usually

They

first

they rein-

From that

meager

and mouth movements, vocal-

verbal

behavior.

study,

one begins to see the use of operant

as a treatment

They used gum and cigarettes

procedure

for reinstating

verbal

behavior.
Earlier
Salzinger

in real

studies

continuous

of reinforcing

and in quasi-therapeutic

was an experiment

Their subjects

mental hospital

groups;

each of the subjects

were instructed
tion,

to talk

and so forth.

The experimenter

affect

(via a light

reinforced

Group S for speech in general

during the thirty

minutes.

(e.g.

(by flashing

families,

feedback)

the light)

on a 30-second fixed

into three

their

situa-

The subjects

whenever they emitted

"I was happy,"

did not reinforce

to 45 years,

in which they

were 30 minutes in length.

statement

For Group C the experiment~

88 female and male

were exposed to a procedure

Sessions

and

Portnoy,

were divided

their

of

manipulated

in age from 18 years

Their subjects

by

An example of

(Salzinger,
included

about themselves,

in Group A were reinforced

a self-referred

patients

ranging

with a median age of 31.5 years.

behavior

situations.

initially

patients

the verbal

of studies

in which they experimentally

speech in schizophrenic

Feldman, 1964).
state

was made in Chapter I of a series

and his colleagues

patients
their

reference

"We were angry").

the patients
interval

the subjects

in

schedule.
at all

16
of prods was used to encourage the patients

A procedure
if the patient

did not respond to a series

to talk;

of these prodding questions,

he was excluded from the experiment.
Results

indicated

that

Group A emitted

a significantly

larger

number of self-referred

affect

statements

emitted

larger

number of words than Group C during all

three

a significantly

than Group C; also,

Group S

10-minute periods.
However, one of the most significant

experimental
talked

procedures , about 40 percent

for 30 minutes without

reinforcement
obtaining

procedures

(1) demonstrating

verbal

contingent

the rate

demonstrated
verbal

behavior

(1964) demonstrated
mental patients
reaction

(i.e.

symptomatic verbal

attention)

responses,

social

reinforcement

{i.e.

of symptomatic verbal

of

•

.Ay'llon and Hau8hton

behavior

exhibited

the

When social
upon symptomatic

in frequency;

resulted

by three

by controlling

verbalization.

responses.

has been

the symptomatic and delu-

manipulated

increased

extinction)

classes

of occurrence

techniques

was made contingent

these responses

by the

contingencies.

patients

to the patient's

in terms of:

response

frequency

in controlling

of psychotic

patients.

can be increased

conditioning

could be systematically

verbal

frequency

of operant

that

of ward staff

reinforcement

in their

the
for

investigation

particular

reinforcement

to be effective

that

study were useful

behavior

and (2) that

can be increased

extension

indicated

in each group

speech" from schizophrenic

of verbal

upon particular

A further

this

for the present

of reinforcement,
behaviors

sional

questions;

samples of "continuous

was that under these

of the subjects

employed in this

This study has implications

delivery

findings

withholding

in a decrease

in the

17
In a more recent
(1972) investigated

the effects

the modification
Their subjects

of delusional
included

hospitalization

phase.
that

verbal

10 patients

of 12.2 years.

a feedback phase,

were dispensed
results

was

upon rational,

the effect

of the time in reducing

in three

cases the feedback procedure

the percentage

psychotics.

as paranoid

schizo-

phase,

and a token reinforcement

(i.e.

responding
"crazy talk").

non-delusional

the percentage

Tokens

talk.

verbal

produced adverse

behaviors

Their
for about

of delusional

produced more consistent

of delusional

to the patient

of feedback was effective

one-half

use of token reinforcement

in chronic

was exposed to a baseline

of the experimenter

contingent

on

44.9 years, with a mean period of

Each subject

was delusional

that

and token reinforcement

classified

behavior

indicated

Wincze and Leitenberg

behavior

an extinction

Feedback consisted
his verbal

study,

of feedback

mean age of the subjects

phrenic;

phase,

and sophisticated

talk,

reactions.

results

and
The

and reduced

in 7 out of the 9 patients

exposed to the procedure.
In conclusion,
forcement

the effects

procedures

they were applied

of both the feedback and the token rein-

were quite

specific

and showed little

Another application
to compare the effects

generalization

of the operant
of social

The sociopathic

inmates;

the normal subjects

nurses.

Social

reinforcement

monetary reinforcement
emission

(i.e.

of the pronoun "I."

in which

to other situations.

conditioning

paradigm was used

and monetary reinforcement

sion of the pronoun "I" by sociopaths
Eiseman, 1967).

to the environment

and normal subjects

on the emis(:Bernard and

group was comprised of female prison

were chosen from a larger
(i.e.
nickels)

attention,

group of student

the word "good") and

were made contingent

The results

indicated

that

on the
social

18
reinforcement

was more effective

both groups,

and noticeably

A couple of studies
technique"

than the monetary reinforcement

so for the sociopaths.

have been done using a "yoked-control

to compare the effects

non-contingently

on the desired

of tokens delivered
target

verbal

Lapuc, 1968; Lapuc and Harmatz, 1970).
a control

subject

receives

dispensed

at approximately

does the experimental

In their

reinforcements
experimental

positive

control

condi tioning

provides

they dispensed

self-reference

group.

a realistic

subjects

ately

effects

the Ta;ylor Manifest

conditioning
however, there

and

48 hours

after

and generalization
was rapid

therapeutic

this

yoked-

group for the operant

change between a

reinforcement

non-contingently.

were evaluated
Anxiety Scale,

These measures were administered
after,

of responses

group and in non-

group of psychiatric

the same type of reinforcement

change and generalization

ratings.

class

of speech;

It would appear that

given social

with a yoked-control

self-references

concepts,

rein-

Both

the same rate

"control"

compar-

paradigm.

group of psychiatric

tial

as

social

statements.

in the reinforced

Lapuc and Harmatz (1970) evaluated

receiving

of contingent

for the experimental

for the control

that

between reinforcement,

groups approximated

self-references)

procedure

assures

This allows for a more accurate

occurred

and

(Harmatz and

The yoked control

s i_milar intervals

positive

and control

self-references

behavior

in terms of th o effects

following

contingently

the same number of reinforcements,

two experiments,

however, the difference
(i.e.

exactly

subject.

ison of the two subjects
forcement.

for

before,

the conditioning.

for positive
subjects
Therapeutic

by semantic differenand ward behavior
during and immediResults

to some of the personality

extinc ·tion of the generalization

demonstrated
measures;
effects.
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Several
tioning

studies

verbal

behavior

(1967) demonstrated
self-reference
in another

have demonstrated

with normal subjects.

that

subjects

statements
individual

responses

were emitted

counseling

situations

with normal subjects.

of emission

paraphrasing

that

this

response

A reinforcement

procedure

in the interview

(Hill,

patterns

Terbal behavior

verbal

conventional
gested

exerted

consisting

that

verbal

among the counselors
their

self-reference
consisted

responses

whenever the

permitted.

His results

a significant

reinforcing

of red and green light

of counselors

(Hellervick,

by the

and three

Hellervick's

results

verbal

feedback)

tentatively

however, conditioning

behaviors

Matrix

were reinforced

did occur among the counselors
behavior;

behav-

1969).

(via light

counselors

feed-

verbal

1!!11Interaction

given feedback for conventional

confrontive

in

reinforcement

confrontive

behaviors.

conditioning

for them .

explored

condition

was defined

behaviors,

back for the confrontive

although

statements

1965). Three colUlselors were reinforced

confrontive

reinforced

class.

back was used to shape and operant

Confrontive

these types of

Reinforcement

the subjects•

type of procedure

of questioning

In a simulated

of positive

students.

between the subjects•

on the target

iors

were soc i ally

female college

of the experimenter

indicated

and then after

Ince (1968) used a fixed-interval

in three

time interval

more self-references

paradigm has been further

conditioning

to modify the rate

statements

effect

the subjects

situation,

schedule

with a group to emit

They used a technique

statements

of condi-

Kinzie and Sipprelle

conditioned

situation.

the self-reference

quasi-counseling

effects

would emit significantly

to elicit

The verbal

significant

for
for

sug-

given the feeddid not occur

verbal

were suppressed.

behaviors,
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In another
differential
weres

quasi-counseling

effects

of five

setting,

forms of therapeutic

Um-hmm,echoic responses,

and echoic,
effects

statements;

responses

as well as investigating

that

is,

of the target

generalization

effect

ence statements
appreciable

verbal

effect

that

forms of therapeutic
These studies

task.

consistently

demonstrate

technique
eters

of target

include

response

conditioning

procedures

not only with psychiatric

of a therapy-like

In a series
of a flash

social

and feedback procedures.

Verbal conditioning
of normal subjects

condition

target

the first

serious

self-refer-

classes.

conditioning
Also condition-

techniques

(i.e.

secondary reinforcement

The thrust

of these

appear to be a viable
patients,

rein-

studies
treatment

but also within

the param-

setting.

in group settings

of studies

of light

was a significant

that verbal

reinforcement,

that

the

responses.

forcers);

suggests

of reinforcing

were

between the potency of the five

of conditioning

tokens),

effects

However, he found no

ing occurs with a wide variety

(i.e.

that might

the number of affective

differentiated

does occur with a variety

these

affects

Also, there

telling

the

self-reference

conditioning

had an effect

of increasing

to a TAT story

He investigated

any transfer

response.

these

combined Um-hmm

of affective

Significant

these responses

intervention;

responses,

on conditioning

occur because of conditioning.

emission

paraphrase

and combined Um-hmmand paraphrase.

of these

obtained;

Hoffnung (1969) examined the

by Oakes (1960, 1961, 1962a, 1962b), the use

was demonstrated

verbal

response

attempts

to be an effective

classes.

to explore

Oakes• studies

the efficacy

technique

to

were one of

of using verbal

21
operant

conditioning

techniques

in a group setting.

groups were comprised of four subjects
psychiatric

case history.

a signal

light

the desired
indicated

that

supposedly
subjects

their

statements

was reinforced

were told that

"exhibited

their

lights

variations

"exhibited

(i.e.

judging psychologists

student

a form of verbal

opinion).

The results

conditioning

occurred

Oakes carried

his studies

those type of response
such as verbal
attempted

classes

interactions

to investigate

which were constructed

situations

gories

functioned

light

was used ~in

insightful

conditionability,
categories:
feelings

i.e.

all

within

to the lights

that

in all

cases

the groups.

of systematically

examining

Oakes (1962a)

of Bales•

types of verbal

were systematically

in an attempt

Statistically

behavior

reinforced

in verbal
signifying
significant

12 categories
that

Responses falling

to determine

classes

whether these
conditioning.

cateThe

psychologically
results,

evaluations,

analyses,

i~to

in the group

signifying

for only one of the twelve :Bales

"gives opinions,

and wishes."

the type of

demonstrated

group interaction.

were obtained

other

which are unique to the group setting

as the reinforcer

responses.

as

as compared with less

to the point

to include

as response

insight"

a lack of psychologi cal

between two or more people.

could occur in face-to-face

discussion

of

attributed

the conditionability

each of the 12 categories

by the flash

the ligh t signal

were te st ed out, varying

and the prestigiousness

\ualified

a

psychologists;

comments conditioned
very qualified

discussing

psychological

judged by a team of professional

Several

students)

to the other group members) when he emitted

Some subjects

were told that

insight."

Each subject

(not visible

response.

(college

The experimental

expresses
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One of the major criticisms
light

feedback procedure.

light

signal

of Oakes• studies

The question

to function

arises

as an effective

is his use of the

as to the potency of a

reinforcer.

question

of how can one best reinforce

groups?

Also, with only one of the twelve defined

Bales having been conditioned,
response

classes

verbal

the question

This raises

behavior

the

in counseling

response

classes

arises

as to what verbal

are amenable to being manipulated

in group settings.

Another example of using a light

feedback technique

was used by

Aiken (1965) in which he examined how group members would describe
other

accompanying the operant

groups.

Four-person

discussions;

groups carried

output

three

subjects

from the first

discussion

were punished

After both discussions,
interpersonal

reward increased

output

The results
significantly

the second discussion,

both self-rankings

and the other

indicated

decrease

it;

and the ranking

corresponding

group on leadership,

and self-confidence,

significantly

increased

while quality

by others

significant
trials

increase

(2) after
of the other
higher

than

partici-

only.

ment upon the sequence of speakers
undergoing

(1)

of ideas was judged as

An ABAdesign was used to compare the effects

and in patients

aspects

of the control

were significantly

pation,

for speech.

that:

group members of the rewarded subjects
judgments in the control

in

with the lowest

on several

over that

group, while punishment did not significantly

frequency

feedback)

ranked one another

behavior.

verbal

were rewarded,
signal

each

forty-minute

the subjects

(via a light

subjects

of the verbal

on two successive

during the second discussion

verbal

of their

conditioning

of

reinforce-

in presumably normal college

group psychotherapy

students

by Eiseman (1965). A

in speech sequence occurred,

were run with the two groups,

of social

and when extinction

the sequence returned

to baseline.
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Kramer (1969) tested
settings

systematically

the hypothesis
verbally

reinforced

responses

would emit a significantly

responses

to total

included

responses

that

subjects
for emitting

higher

than subjects

proportion

for six weeks.

groups were reinforced

styles

responses

his behavior,
control

indicating

and a positive

groups received

the tape recording
experimental
selected
group.

response

classes

The three
An analysis

of the groups indicated
higher

proportion

response

that

of
the

of the

than did the control

existed

in the sessions,

for

between the control
behavior:

attendance,

or desire

sessions.

dependent variable

implications

of verbal

One begins to notice
the verbal

response

class

in these
classes

that

studies

that

demonstrates

level

verbal

class

tated

in a group of four male college

(i.e.

as research

pro-

are chosen to be conditioned
of verbal

behaviors

Another study by

and counseling.

Whalen (1969) further

(1968) study is the

which he chose to condition.

and are characteristic

may occur in psychotherapy

response

of Kramer's

response

a pattern

become more sophisticated

subjects

statement.

differences

of behavior

One of the significant

gresses,

responsibility

groups in other measures of the subjects•

for example, ratings
to continue

was taking

to total

However, no significant

and experimental

that

session

The groups

Three experimental

group counseling.

groups had a significantly

verbal

His subjects

questioning

self-reference

of the sixth

selected

of responses:

a subject

non-directive

of these

in each group.

met weekly with a male counselor

responses,

selected

not so treated.

six groups of ten freshman subjects

for three

in small group

a method in which a relatively
interpersonal

openness)

students.

exposed to both a film model and detailed

was facili-

Whalen found that
prior

high

instruction
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tended to engage in more "interpersonal
other

control

conditions

to impersonal

discussion.

which a relatively

failed

In an effort

These findings

Hill

verbal

feedback
class.

mental and 2 control
used to record

via a light
emitted

verbal

groups.

to 2 experi-

verbal

behavior;

sessicns
after

groups received

all

as being the

systematic

sessions
signals

this,

deseri .bing

materials

hypothesized

were

f 'eedback

whene1e:r they
were no~ given

sessions.

indicated

that

of Quadrant IV interaction
sessions

on the target

two base rate

the light

could be brought under reinforcing

extinction

among g:i:,0111p

contingent

for the next five treatment

Roff er• s results

open, OObfrontive

design to compare the effects

of interaction

two extinction

ve:t-bal

hypothe si2ed by

i.e.

and tape-recorded

Quadrant IV verbalizations;

among

He chose Quadrant IV

interaction

signal)

operant

The experimental

signal

during the last

frequency

helpful:

An initial

written

the style

most beneficial.

in

(1969) used a light

There were 28 subjec ·ts assigned
groups.

four groups received

of interaotion

as interaction

(via a light

the subject's

and illustrating

method in

1965) as his target

is characterized

work-oriented

style

Roffers

Roffer used an A.BAexperimental

response

time

was modified

class

procedure.

Matrix (Hill,

this

and therapeutically

of systematic

another

response

students,

(1971) as being therapeutically

members.

support

a therapeutic

as a reinforcement

.!!ill Interaction
class;

verbal

to condition

feedback technique

response

most of their

setting.

a counsel i ng group of college

of the

while groups in the

to do so, devoting

sophisticated

a group therapy-like

openness;"

this
stimulus

style

or greup inte :~acction

control;

decreased

however, tine

significantly

when the feedback was terminated

~n the

in the e)J>erimental
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Roffer used the two control
style

of interaction

had on various

included:

was conditioned

that

outcome measures.

(1) scores

judges•

indicated

evaluations

on a self-report

significant

effects

been attributed
frequency

rate

Pre- and post-test

follow-up

Roffer•s

that

nor

any

effects

reasons

upon related

for this:

of the outcome measures;
variables

that

Even though there

levels

could have

at a higher

fairly

verbal

However, none of these
generalization
Perhaps there

(1) the lack of validity

are no demonstrated

(Kramer,

can be condi-

outcome measures.

and an outside

or sensitivity

of so many other unconto demonstrate

a relation-

outcome measure.
generalization

it remains significant

the possibility

sophisticated

any appreciable

it becomes difficult

outcome measures,

have demonstrated

that

or (2) the influence

ship between the treatment

frequency

There were no

as well as others

of normal subjects.

effects

response

changes as

of group interaction

have been able to demonstrate

verbal

based

and (2)

group functioning

studies

selected

questionnaire.

(1969) study,

are typical

in group settings

trolled

groups

of l!Il:! Quadrant IV interactions.

classes

are several

instrument

of these two measures that

to the experimental

this

outcome data

of group members• behavior

1968; Oakes 1962a) have demonstrated

tioned

in the experimental

toward group interaction,

on either

In conclusion,

response

what effects

on the HIM-B, an unpublished

on the l!Il:! measuring attitudes
trained

groups to assess

of conditioning

that

effects
these

upon

studies

a low probability

and maintaining

that verbal

response

with a variety

of operant

conditioning

at relatively
techniques.

high
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Verbal conditioning
in group settings
of pezchiatric
subjects
Before examining the research
to point

out the potential

techniques,

beginning

but rather

it becomes important

of the effectiveness
it is significant

Many of the key symptoms of this

involve

the lack of verbal

siveness,

and the general

treatment

modalities.

can be demonstrated
"untreatable"

that

conditioning

A general

techniques

situation
techniques

studies

were applicable

use of an easily

and apply operant

that

to demonstrate:

scorable

Their study included

effect

and reinforcing

Dinoff,

and reliable

which the median age was 39.5 years.

and

Horner,

conditioning.

(1) the use of verbal
in a group therapy - like
(2) that

population;

index of verbal

10 male chronic

(verbal

group psychotherapy

techniques;

to a schizophrenic

patients;

control.
area,

in this

and the permanence of its

using eliciting

l

to a seemingly

of as a more complex form of verbal

study they attempted

resp on-

when techniques

as to what behaviors

and Timmons (1960) hypothesized

conditioning

of social

of types of psychiatric

to push the limits

could be conceived
In their

to demonstrate

can be brought under reinforcement

Kurpiewski,

of subjects

focus of most of the following

to a variety

In one of the earliest

are

studies

toward most traditiona

when applied

goes

of psychiatric

it becomes significant

to be succesaf'ul

(1) an attempt

(2) and an effort
otherwise)

Therefore,

these

population

the low level

poor prognosis

population.

includes:

behaviors,

studies

of oper ant condi -

to have an impact on the modes of treatment

patients.

studies

section,

of many of these

significance

beyond merely the demonstration
tioning

in this

schizophrenic

The subjects

their

and, (3) the
behavior.
patients,

were divided

in
into two
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Using an ABA design allowed for three

matched groups.
minute sessions

each to establish
statements.

"group" referenoe
attention

and social

a baseline

Group I subjects

reinforcement)

Group II subjects

were reinforced

Results

that

indicated

there

significant

effects.

measuring

the initial

resulting

dependent

Dinoff,

conditioning,

might have occurred
subject

that

design,

conditioning

rational

in the other

speech,

a larger

Rickard,

Dinoff and

response

population,
class.

male patient,

The target

verbal

while an effort
i.e.

among three

via attention,

in

Digman, and Horner (1960)

verbalizations,"
response,

group

to exhibit

situation.

with a similar

results

and

gains obtained

with a sixty-year-old

the incompatible
significant

i.e.

failed

for over twenty years.

chosen was "rational

Rickard,

with a more normal outpatient

conditioning

who had been hospitalized

the effect

results

generalization

They demonstrated

the

group reference

were significant

speculated

not to reinforce

method of

as above, however, they tested

of these personal

his colleagues

response

were no statisti-

Horner, Kurpiewski,

Even though there

verbal

statements.

emerging in keeping

group setting,

generalization

demonstrated

trend

different

during

In a single

statements;

as well as assessing

procedure

effects

into a slightly

significant

reference"

import was their

behaviors,

study,

for any generalization

both categories

(via

however, there

Of greatest

Timmons (1960) used a similar

with no leader.

were reinforced

variable.

In a subsequent

responses

and

for "group referenced"

was a general

verbal

on "personal"

for "personal

with how the groups were reinforced;
cally

rate

days of fifty-

delusional
different

to a high level

was made

material.
examiners
of

in
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occurrence

under a high frequency

conditioned

response

the frequency

dropped sharply

a schizophrenic

an operant

and Collins

to investigate

group therapies.
sessions

in one of the following

the experimental

three

Ratings

ways:

personal

in .

manner;
and (3) not

before

and after

a significant

gain in

in the group therapy

reinforcement."

two groups on this

participated

a sound click;

indicated

relationships

situation.

for the

There was no signif-

criterion

measure,

i.e.

interaction.
psychotherapy

Salzberg

indicated

(1962) varied

more interaction

that

silences

VA neuropsychiatric

group of hospitalized
the verbal

in the group in four wcl3"s: silences,

and although

can lead to

words were reinforced

(1) a positive

sessions

conditioning

who were participating

made by group therapists

"positive-personal

In another

Results

patients

manner, i.e.

storytelling

gain for the other

interpersonal

occurs rapidly

non-experimental

during which emotional

the adequacy of interpersonal
group receiving

following

interactions

Each of the subjects

(2) an impersonal-unstructured
at all.

can be conditioned

(1961) used a verbal

manner in a second,

in 3 separate

four storytelling

so far have demonstrated

whether interpersonal

30 male VA psychiatric

patients,

the

was made to lower

however, extinction

They involved

icant

however,

is ceased.

Ullmann, Krasner,

change in a desirable

section

population

paradigm;

when the reinforcement

reinforced

when an attempt

in this

inpatient

conditioning

si tuation

reinforcement;

of reinforcement.

All of the above studies
that

of social

responses

talking,

directing,

by the therapist

responses

by the therapist

non-directing.

led to significantly

among group members than did talking

redirection

of the therapist

by the therapist;
did not yield
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significantly
oriented

more interaction,

responses

than talking

study is a further
a therapist's

verbal

behavior

of the subtle,

procedures

upon the verbal

Hannon and Battle

i.e.

response

interaction

stimulus

each 10-second period

in a group therapy
of the subjects.

initially

high frequency

sessions,

almost no silences

Using a similar
Wiggens and Salzberg
sessions

in an attempt

in the previous
the therapist
unpleasant

to eliminate
setting.

and duration

and manipulate

the

Heckel,
of using an

the frequency

after

and duration
the

was used which exhibited

of silences

in the treatment

an

during baseline

sessions,

and frequency,

however, the frequency

and duration

and an increase
during the
of silence

did

level.

population

and an aversive

conditioning

tone,

(1966) more than doubled the number of treatment
to get more clear-cut

investigation.

Both silences

conditioning
and responses

were reduced during the punishment procedure,
tone,

and the

This was done without

An ABAdesign

not reach the former operant

gaze direction

the effectiveness

measured in terms of duration
sessions;

the

(a tone above 512 cps) presented

of silence

awareness

subjects

(1962) demonstrated

between subjects.

unpleasant

audiometer

in the use of

of psychiatric

to condition

(1962) demonstrated

extinction

effects

in a group

results

behavior

Wiggens, and Salzberg

of silence,

varied

of the use of the experimenter's

of speech,

of silences

Salzberg•s

but significant

has upon the interaction

of the experimenter's

direction

to the patients.

have also demonstrated

in group psychotherapy.

latency

more group-

setting.

Other studies

effectiveness

directly

demonstration

psychotherapeutic

conditioning

it did lead to significantly

in the two experimental

groups.

effects

than

directed
i.e.

There were no

the

to
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significant
aversive

changes in the control
tone.

Therapist-directed

remained at a low level
the experimental
sessions.
inating

group which did not receive
responses

during the extinction

groups receiving

This finding
certain

but silences
especially

for

number of conditioning

the possibility

if conditioning

responses

phases,

the greatest

suggests

responses

and more adaptive

recovered,

the

of permanently

is carried

have an opportunity

elim-

out long enough

to emerge and become

established.

(1965) attempted

Mainord, Burk, and Collins
of varied

approaches

of group therapy

subjects

i.n each group, of chronic,

patients.

They exposed the three

(1) therapist
impersonal
polar

"diverting,"

opposite

Their results
superior

measured such patient

behaviors

demonstrating

The Mainord, et.
problems,

including

the subjects
spite

patient

approach was clearly
criterion."

as increased

to the therapeutic

outside

and so forth;
situation

progress

to be direct

and, (3) no group therapy.

incident

activities,

to

which was the

and was an effort

the confronting

behaviors

employment, self-initiated
measured external

"confronting,"

approach,

as measured by a "positive

approaches:

comments away from personal

immediate and concrete;
indicated

twelve

schizophrenic

groups to the following

(2) therapist

of the diverting

maximally affective,

in three matched groups,

hospitalized,

directing

type statements;

to compare the results

This criterion

visits,

seeking

the criterion

as a tabulation

was

of

towards discharge.

study is fraught

with many methodological

the lack of specificity

as to how the behaviors

al.

in group therapy

of the problems inherent

were conditioned
in the reliability

of

in the two ways.

In

and validity

of the
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outcome criterion
style

measure,

of group interaction

it still

is significant

that

a confrontive

was shown to have a therapeutic

beneficial

effect.
Wagner (1966) reported
increasing

verbal

subjects.

He attempted

ongoing therapy
forced
tions

productivity

conditioning

with positive

and so forth.)

was effective

session

within

social

(The verbal

indicated

that

the number of verbal

the "non-reinforced"
conditioning

subjects

procedures

initi&-

i.e.

"good,"

reinforcement

initiations;

however,

of the reinforcement

There did appear to be a vicarious

decreased.

psychiatric

were rein-

reinforcement,

the effectiveness

in

an actual,

of the subjects

initiations.

The results

in increasing

the sixth

procedures

group half

and half were not for verbal

attention,

effect

among a group of hospitalized

groupJ in that

were reinforced

after

in his study a significant

began to talk

modeling effect

more.

used as a treatment

in that

This is an example of

technique

as a part of

ongoing therapy.
In a continued
tioning

techniques

to demonstrate

with other response

(1968) investigated
Two experimental

effort

three

classes,

equal treatment

groups received

the other group for statements

content.

The third

session,

treatment

was administered

was used for all

by verbal

without

and received

for nine one-half

the sessions.

were scored for the frequency

expressing

discriminable

After an initial

operant

feeling
a tradibaseline

hour sessions;

Tape recordings

of statements

each.

reinforcement:

statements

as a control

type of group psychotherapy.

same therapist
sessions

group functioned

condi-

Williams and Blanton

for emitting

feelings,

of operant

groups of six patients

conditioning

one of the groups was conditioned

tional

the efficacy

made that

the

of the
expressed
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feelings

for all

increased

of the groups.

for the group receiving

for the group receiving
reinforcement
percentage

ordinary

of feeling

which a particular
conditioned

style

by verbal

of verbal

reinforcers.

did not express

This study is another

interaction

was demonstrated

behavior

of psychotics

increase

their

work for secondary reinforcers

staff

and institutions
and mentally

range of adaptive
a treatment

fully

privacy,

to manipulate
defective

and control

the

in efforts

to

patients

Ayllon and Azrin (1965,

behaviors.

leave from the ward, social
opportunities,

candy and so forth.

Usually

types of behaviors

turn each type of reinforcer
Recently,

costs

well-defined

and verbal responses

or at least

more

verbal

interaction

with

tokens can be earned for care-

a specified
technique

behaviors)

and in

number of tokens.

has been expanded in the use

response

Alumbaugh (1971) compared the verbal
pist

patients

shopping items such as food,

(work and adaptive

the token reinforcement

of conditioning

in

Examples of what tokens could be exhcnaged

members, recreational

defined

in the form

for primary

program in which schizophrenic

reinforcers.

cigarettes,

to be

economies have been established

worked for tokens which could be exchanged for primary,

for included:

in

It has been found

these tokens can be exchanged later

many mental hospitals

significant,

the

but the percentage

Subjects

in group therapY.

Token reinforcement

19,a) described

and

reinforcement.

animals and humans will
provided

category,

feelings,"

slightly,

contingency.

Use of token reinforcement

of tokens,

decreased

statements

The group in which

"without

did not increase.

awareness of the reinforcement

for that

psychotherapy.

statements

statements

of feeling

reinforcement

was given for statements

of non-feeling

that

The percentage

classes.

responses

made between patients

made to the thera-

in a group situation.
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Twelve female chronio hospitalized
years,

were divided

group.

The target

it was defined

verbal

as a verbal

with eye contact.

a baseline
response

response

response"

experimental

groups were established

(i.e.

therapists

social

group of three
in either
sessions

(psychiatric

the first
lasted

was established

ten sessions

30 minutes.

sion the experimenter

to determine

or the last

the effects

"What did you do today?" and so forth)
forcement.
before

Following

this,

five minutes."

to talk

the efficacy

of each

the interactions

An additional

ten sessions.

10 baseline

Each of the

phase of each group sesof direct

under conditions

to each other;

After the initial

for

The three

patients.

there was approximately

in each of the experimental
schedule

give11.

inquiry

(e.g.

of nonrein-

a five-minute

the second phase was begun in which the patients

"You are now expected

to another

in which no tokens were given

Du.ring the first

investigated

responses;"

to the patient

in manipulating

among a group of three

patients

as "social

immediately

10

verbal

from one patient

explanation

aides)

the initial

on the target

directed

with no further

responses)

groups and one control

was labeled

Tokens were dispensed

each "social

of three

in age at 52.1

were given to the groups;

were used to establish

response.

averaging

experimental

of 20 sessions

A total

sessions

into three

patients,

pause

~ere instructed:

I will not aay anything
sessions,

the therapists

groups were instru cted to use a fixed-ratio

of 1 token reinforcement

for each social

response made by the

patient.
The results

indicated

made between chronic
therapist

Also, verbal

that

patients

was significantly
responses,

for

the mean number of social
without

increased

direct

verbal

responses

intervention

with the token reinforcement.

even though not reinforced,

directed

to a

of a
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therapist

were found to be greater

of the study.

The significantly

suggested

inquiry

that

over baseline
greater

the staff,

and treatment

number of responses

phases
to direct

as well as the tokens were associated

with cues of reinforcement.

(1972) demonstrated

Hauserma.n, Zweback, and Plotkin
icant

results

using token reinforcement

in a group therapy

for behavioral

problems.

weekly sessions;
been in prior

existence

mental group A or B.
together,
their

The basic
"verbal
verbal

data and target

either

of initiato experi-

in the one group

reinforcement

according

to

verbal

response

to be conditioned

as spontaneous

emissions

the data;

they achieved

was
of

Two

an inter-rater

of 95 percent.

used to collect

baseline

5 to 8, Group A subjects

received

frequence

of three

to a group member or to one of the co-therapists.

There were a total

a "verbal

relative

participated

differential

were a clin-

The group consisted

was assigned

these were defined

judges observed and recorded
reliability

The group had

to the subgroup in gs.

initiations;"
behavior

to their

All the subjects

but members received

assignment

nurse.

one of each of the pairs

The ado-

and had been hospitalized

for five months; the co-therapists

and a psychiatric

initiations

adolescents.

was 30 minutes in duration.

members, matched according

tory behavior;

verbal

was conducted over 15 semi-

The experiment

each session

psychologist

paired

of six hospitalized

ranged in age between 15 and 17 years

lescents

ical

setting

to condition

ver., signif-

initiation."

of 15 sessions.
data on all
received

The initial
of the subjects.

tokens contingent

During sessions

the tokens while the 3 subjects

4 sessions

were

During sessions
upon the emission of

9 to 13, Group B subjects
in Group A were put on
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extinction.

Tokens were distributed
Results
ported

on a variable

that

to be poor candidates

be shaped into emitting
Reversal

effects.

During experimental

in verbal

initiations

Although this

particular

experiment

decreased

verbalizations
the authors•
to feasibly

of verbal

initia-

extinction

and there

only attempted

was an increase

suggestions

and
in Group B;

to manipulate

the authors

oomtended

off-topic

increased.

token reinforcers

be used to shape distinctive

verbal-

of relevan ·t and mature

initiations

was that

while

modeling effect.

the amount of silly,

as the number of verbal
final

rate

was a consistent

and not the quality,

due to group peer pressure,

izations

can

among the subjects

in terms of a vicarious

of responses

types of psychotherapy,

the expected

was discussed

the quantity

and

higher

there

sup-

non-verbal

phase I (sess i ons five to eight)

token reinforcement,

moderate increase

that

for verbal

demonstrated

tokens.

they clearly

who are typically

a substantially

procedures

Group A received

this

adolescents

received

3 schedule.

ratio

in the form of graphs;

were presented

the hypothesis

considered

tions.

14 and 15, all 6 subjects

During sessions

classes

One of

might be able

of quality

verbal-

izations.
In summary, these two last
token reinforcement

procedures

studies

have illustrated

can be used as a treatment

two different

types of group therapy.

reinforcement

is the degree of specificity

social
tioning

effects

reinforcement
studies.

that

and concreteness

in

of token
achieved

tokens enhances the already

have been demonstrated

techniques

procedure

One major advantage

using tokens; perhaps the use of concrete
significant

ways in which

used in previous

to be inherent
verbal

operant

in the
condi-

in
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Summary
In the present

to modify verbal

attempted
settings

chapter,

of studies

which the conditioning
treatment

procedure

Also, these

studies

earliest

investigations

research

project

the basis

studies

in laboratory

settings,

subjects

procedures

as an experimental

studies

to be conditioned;

From

to be a trend

independent

conditioned

to more sophisticated

area,

and in group

in

have begun to be viewed more as a

of an interpersonal

of earlier

target

several

of the

a

have been made on

procedure

and last

responses

In designing

the target

the reinforcement

verbal

types of verbal

considerations

in terms of:

variable.

classes

type of therapy.

of any outcome measures;

availability

appears

beyond the simple one-word response

in this

that have

have been reviewed.

there

have progressively

classes

are typical

conditioning

presented,

than just

response

class

behavior

of normal and psychiatric

th e wide variety

that

operant

verbal

response

to be used; the

of all,

research

design

considerations.
~arget verbal
attempted

response

to operant

nouns, plural
of operant

condition

words, verbs,

conditioning

nique in group counseling
determine

considerations,

Earlier

such simple verbal

responses

nouns, and so forth.

and psychotherapy,

population.

The studies

conditionability

classes

that

reviewed in this

the verbalization

the direction

as:

pro-

However, if the use

it becomes necessary

rate

function

chapter

response

techto

are both conditionable

to therapeutic

of the following

statements;

of opinions;

and relevant

studies

is to be viewed as a treatment

procedures

the kinds of response

well as appropriate

affect

class

classes:

as

in a chosen

have demonstrated

the

self-reference

of group members; the giving

of speech; verbal

initiations;

the frequency
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of group member-to-member interaction;
silences;

interpersonal

openness;

therapist-directed

"confrontive"

responses;

statements,

and so

forth.
The previous
typical

studies

suggest that

of group therapy,

statements,

and so forth,

is,

interpersonal

in conditioning

the response

classes

schizophrenic

patients,

ate and continue

to verbalize,

or to condition

peutic

classes.

Several
success

a style

this

time there

strated

that

have been no reported

research

this

style

Reinforcement

of therapeutic

verbal

repertoire

procedure

whether a stimulus

some operant

response

any stimulus

event that

an operant

response.

The type of stimulus
light

events
signals,

interaction,

reinforcer

that

as defined

with normal subjects.
studies

that have demon-

patients.

effect

reinforcer

probability
studies,
prior

its

on

then is

of increasing
a certain

to testing

stimuwhether,

have been used to reinforce

tones,

At

can be conditioned

A positive

In most of the previous

as one.

include:

it.

patients.

1969) have demonstrated

is to test

leads to an increased

in fact

it functions

psychiatric

One of the best ways to

is a reinforcer

as a positive

is whether thera-

of schizophrenic

which preceded

subjects,

complex social

arises

interaction

considerations,

lus has been defined

responses

of therapeutic
Matrix,

into the restricted

determine

that

1!i11.Interaction

by Quadrant IV of the

to

of previous

less

1969; Hellervick,

(Roffer,

in conditioning

confrontive

with psychiatric

in chronic

can be conditioned

studies

which are

has been to get them to initi-

One of the questions

responses

openness,

The extent

and particularly

response

classes

have for the most part been demonstrated

with "normal" subjects.

be conditionable
studies

that

the response

verbal

words such as good, urnm-hmm,
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paraphrasing,
forcer

attention,

money, and tokens.

used was one that

value.

Therefore,

cases the rein-

was assumed to have acquired

the effectiveness

used is a major factor

In all

of a particular

of concern in a verbal

a reinforcing
reinforcer

operant

being

conditioning

study.
Recent studies

(Alumbaugh, 1971; Wincze, et.

Hauserman, et.

al.,

1972) have demonstrated

as reinforcers

in verbal

conditioning

of using tokens i s the inherent
privileges,

etc.,

that

experience
that

with the tokens;

the tokens will

especially
there

regressed

chronic

research
patients

studies.

this

as reinforcers.

subjects

such as chronic
benefit

certain

target

or chronic

the reviewed studies
a:ny clear-cut

verbal

of a significant
appears

psychiatric

with
patients,

of using concrete

reinforcement.

1965, 1968) have demonstrated

behaviors.

that

In order to insure

reported

to be trends

tend to emit a higher

to another

on available
that

frequency

especially

suggest

Whereas most of

conditioning

to demonstrate

responses
effect

evaluation.

significant

results

of choice,

types of patients.

Outcome measure and generalization

there

And lastly,

tokens appear to be a reinforcer

with more regressed

tion

the probability

tend to be amenable to change when using concrete

maximumbenefits,

the conditioned

have had previous

increases

function

such as food,

In the stu dies

generally

hopefully

of tokens

One o! the advantages

as reinforcers.

{Ayllon and Azrin,

tokens to reinforce

provide

the effectiveness

the subjects

tends to be an additional

Previous

1972; and

bonus of back-up stimuli

can function

where tokens have been used,

al.,

effects,

generalization
situation,

of the target

effects

of

nor a:ny indica-

outcome measures.
a certain

few

At best

group of subjects

conditioned

response

in
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another

situation,

ditioning
post-

or there

treatment

has effected

outcome measures

behavior

are merely trends

that

inventories

did report

outcome measure was done by Mainord, et.
that

after

fronting
"positive
suggests

chronic
style

schizophrenic

incident
that

patients

of group therapy,
criterion,"

i.e.

a positive

to making reliable
of therapeutic

interaction

the conditioning
shouldn't

definitive

nature

and highly

is a

effects.

time does not lend itself
a certain
subject

style

outside

rather

types of changes;

than hypotheses

but it does mean
they are

which are more

predicable.
The predominant

reviewed has been a single

subject

research

design

design that

allows for a subject,

or a group, to provide

its

experimental

This has been referred

to as an ABAdesign.

phases.

type of design allows for an intra-subject
control

of

does not mean researchers

in making these types of hypotheses,

Research design considerations,
used in the studies

This

of a patient

as to how conditioning

about these

they need to be aware that
of an exploratory

at this

However, this

make hypotheses

change on a

generalization

is going to change that

situation.

in a con-

a measure of ward behaviors.

of research

predictions

upon an

He demonstrated

had been involved

good place to begin in examining for possible
the state

effect

(1965).

al.,

perhaps looking at the ward behaviors

Otherwise,

pre- and

and so forth.

was a significant

there

the con-

toward group functioning,

personality

One of the few studies

that

a change on an independent

suoh as attitude

problem check lists,

suggesting

on a given target

response

own control

assessment

in several
This

of reinforcement

as compared in baseline

and extinc-

tion phases.
The yoked-control
shown to be an effective

technique
procedure

was used in a couple of studies
for providing

an additional

and was
control
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of the specific
response

to be modified.

forcement
response

reinforcing

procedure

of a stimulus

This provides

is having an actual

contingent

a control
effect

during the phases of contingent

phase of non-contingent

upon the

on whether the rein-

in modifying

reinforcement

a verbal

as compared to a

reinforcement.

In a few studies,

several

parisons

upon selected

control

and experimental

effects

of conditioning

selected

effect

groups were used in order to allow com-

pre- and post-tests.

The use of additional

groups allows for flexibility
under varied

circumstances

in testing

the

as well as upon

outcome measures.

In conclusion,
for an effective

the operant

tool

conditioning

research

in examining the reinforcing

paradigm allows

control

upon verbal

behavior.

However, the use of a semblance of a group design allows for

additional

statistical

measures,
conditioning

and additional

controls,

additional

inter-group

controls

comparisons

on outcome

on the effects

as opposed to a group not receiving

conditioning.

of operant
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The primary objective
contingent
behavior

and non-contingent
of therapeutic

and duration

verbal

of therapeutic

study was to compare the effects

token reinforcement

(ABA sequence)

mental design

ditions

of this

responses.

upon the target

A single

subject

experi-

allowed compar isons of both the frequency
responses

in baseline

and treatment

con-

for the subjects.

A secondary
received

objective

included

of the study was to compare groups which

token reinforcement

token reinforcement

with a control

on several

pre- and post-testing

frequency
Definition

and duration

Therapeutic
parameters

Adjustment

Scale,

were made between the groups on the
responses.

observed

responses

are talk

of Quadrant IV of the

These responses

no

These outcome measures

on the MACCBehavioral

of therapeutic

of behaviors

group which received

outcome measures.

and the HIM-B. Also, comparisons

ioral

of

responses

that

.!!bh1.
Interaction

are problem-solving

interactions

are based on the

1965).

Matrix (Hill,

concerned with behav-

change.
The 1!!!:1was developed by William F. Hill

Utah State
It consists
gories
groups.

Hospital

to rate

the verbal

of four content/style

in which observers

interaction

categories

mccy-classify

and Ida

s.

Hill at the

of therapy

groups.

and five work/style

the verbal

interaction

cate-

of therapy
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Figure 1 illustrates
labels

and headings.

gories

are divided

centered.
columns:
interest
itself

into two sections:

its

process.

i on which deals historically

actions
honest

and so forth).

discussion

expressions

on group

member's problem.
with the inter-

( such as teasing,

interaction

centering

about the group

dealing

content

four

about general

focuses

with a particular

The verbal

cate-

and member

for discussions

categor iz es i nteraction

gory emphasizes here-and-now
historical

centered

(personal)

of group members to each other
feedback,

the content/style

indicates

Column III

row and column

into the following

is the category

Column II (group)

Column IV (relationship)

topic

are subdivided

Column I (topic)

and/or

with the appropriate

On the top of the matrix

These categories

topics.

interact

the matrix

arguing,

of this

giving

fourth

cate-

among group members rather

around just

one person,

than

as in the third

category.
On the left
gories

side of the matr i x in Figure

which are meant to describe

act i ng, not~

they are interacting

side of the matrix
nately
that

is divided

problem-oriented

The "Responsive

in a socially

appropriate

The "Conventional

patients

intent

the work/style

that

are predomi-

and those interactions

are those usually

given only in

such as one finds

in State Mental

is one in which a therapist

to respond to questions

must

and instructions

manner.

B" categories

ized by conversational-type

Basically,

intent.

of interaction

probe and encourage patients

cate-

in which the group is inter-

between i nteractions

A" categories

groups composed of regressed
The style

about.

with a therapeutic

do not have a therapeutic

Hospitals.

the~

1 are the work/style

are those interactions

groups typical

of parties

character-

and discussion
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CONTENT/STYLE

I

I

Topic Centered

I

Personal
I
III

I

Relationship
I
IV

A

I

A

II

A

III

A

IV A

-

B

I

B

II

B

III

B

IV B

,......_Conventional

(1)

c

Work
Style

I

I

I

Group
I
II

PreWork
Style

I

Member Centered

[

Figure 1.

I

I

(2)

c
(3)

II

n

II

(5)
I

E

(1)

Hill Interaction

(9)

c
(4)

III

n

III

(6)

E

II

(8)

Matrix

III

(10)

Responsive

c

IV C

(12)

-

Assertive

(11)

n

IV n

(13)

(14)

-

Speculative

E

IV E

-

Confrontive

(15)

(16)
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groups,

where the intent

is to socialize

and not to discuss

problems

at all.
The "Assertive

C" categories

which members are speaking
gain attention,
intent

assert

emotionally

their

categories.

by discussion

that

emotional

problem without

The speculative

takes

place

by verbalizations

and confrontive

intention

any

The
of

the matrix
higher

weighted

izing verbal

interactions

and ideas,

risk-taking

problem solving

roles

(2) relationship

categories
laden,

direct

here-and-now,

a "therapeutic

value

cells

more open and frank

regarding

system"

score to 16 of the 20 cells.

are given to those

exhibit

are

self-exposure,

categorexchange of

and construc-

among the group members.

study Therapeutic

given the four highest

tionship

that

in real

and non-

problems.

a weighted
scores

controlled

are more emotionally

there-and-then

by assigning

Increasingly

In this

that

the

are characterized

The confrontive

of the 1!fil constructed

The developers

feelings

categories

in member-to-member feedback

than hypothetical

Responses were defined

therapeutic

speculative;

ratings:

(3) personal

as those

(1) personal
confrontive;

1!1!:1
cells

speculative;
and (4) rela-

confrontive.

~ Responses were recorded:

subject

the group.

E" rows differentiate

in an intellectual,

manner among group members.

characterized

three

in

problems in order to

or challenge

D" and the "Confrontive

work-oriented

within

by interactions

to whatever help the group has to offer.

The "Speculative

rather

about their

independence,

is to "speak out" about their

listening

tive

are characterized

continuous
spoke.

words; (2) no matter

(1) when a subject

emitted

at least

how long or how many words the
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Hypotheses
Using the above definitions,

the following

hypotheses

were tested

as follows:
(1)
longer

Therapeutic

durations
(la)

Responses will

when they are under conditions

(lb)

t han under a condition

in ex:perimental

(le)

than in a ~ontrol

as significantly

direction,

therapy

token reinforcement;

of non-contingent

groups receiving

no token reinforcement.

groups receiving

group,

token rein-

token reinforcement

token reinforcement

more changed, in a positive

than a control

token reinforce-

of no token reinforcement;

group receiving

The ex:perimental

(2)

of contingent

of non-contingent

when they are under conditions

forcement

and for

in subjects:

ment than under a condition

rated

occur more frequently

on the following

will

be

therapeutic
pre- and post-test

measures:
(2a)

MACCBehavioral

Adjustment

Scale,

as rated

by ward nurses;

a

measure of everyda;y ward behavior;
(2b)

HIM-B Inventory:

measure a person's

a self-administered

interaction

instrument

preferences

designed

to

in group situations.

Subjects
Fifteen
Hospital

chronic,

participated

psychiatric
in the study;

The mean age of the patients
mean duration
admittance
2106 da;ys.

of continuous

to this

patients

hospital

from the Wyoming State

nine were females,

six were males.

was 37 with a range of 18 to 66 years.
hospitalization,

figured

on their

The

latest

only, was 522.4 days with a range of 137 to

Nine were classified

as schizophrenic,

and six were
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classified

with various

biographical

characteristics

The subjects
two experimental
all

other

subjects

psychiatric

of the subjects

were randomly placed

into

groups and one control

signed

diagnoses.

a form that

A summary of the

can be found in Appendix A.
three

group.

groups of equal
Prior

size:

to the experiment

read:

I voluntarily
consent to being a participant
in a
research project.
I understand that no harm will come
to me, and that the entire therapy sessions will be
conducted by qualified
personnel.
I have also been
informed of the procedures that have been taken to ensure
my integrity,
welfare, and confidentiality.
The patients'

signatures

This was a standard
projects

of this

conventional

type.

types

being observed

were witnessed

by nursing

personnel.

form requested

by the hospital

for research

Even though the groups were leaderless

of therapy

groups,

by psychologists.

ior was being monitored

the patients

In essence,

and not

were aware they were

the groups verbal

and led by the psychologists

behav-

from behind

the

one~w~ mirror.
Sources

of outcome data

Pre- and post-tests
given during

the weeks before

HIM-B Inventory
by William F. Hill,
person's
that
action

describe

and after

and based on the
preferences

interpersonal

to receive

subjects;

the actual

lll!:!; it

There are four items per cell.
are weighted

instrument

was designed

representing

of the matrix

from one to four,

scores

developed

to measure a

prototypes

(excluding

of inter-

the responsive

The individual

making it possible

for the overall

were

It has 64 items

a minimum score of zero and a maximum score

The range of possible

the tests

experiment.

in group situations.

situations

in each of the 16 cells

each cell

on all

(Appendix B) is an unpublished

interaction

categories).

cell.

were collected

items for
for a person

of ten in each

matrix

is from zero
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to 160.

A high score indicates

in such a way as to explore

that

all

the person sees himself

areas

of group interaction

relating
openly and

directly.
Anderson (1965) studied

the effects

of role playing

counseling

and found the HIM-B to be sensitive

In another

study,

test

Landy (1968) utilized

measure and significantly

mental groups and a control
procedures.

Hill

sensitive

to changes over time.

the HIM-Bas a pre-

different
group that

These data give tentative

instrument

in group

change scores
received

among two experi-

different

indications

and post-

that

treatment
the HIM-Bis

enough to be used as an outcome criterion

(1968) found that

the split-half

reliability

an

measure.

of the HIM-B was .94

with the Spearman-Brown correction.
study the HIM-B was used to compare pre- and post-group

In this
therapy

scores

to determine

members' attitudes

Adjustment Scale;

of behavioral

adjustment

that

typical

of 14 5-point
affect,
The total

linear

cooperation,
adjustment

of hospitalized
scales

the following

sation?"

contribute

questions

and attendants
psychiatri

to measure the

c patients.

4 cluster

to the total

from the scale:
conversation,

scores

"In the things

that

three

listening

are expected

It consists
- motility,

adjustment
cluster

adjustment

"Does he (patient)

answers to your questions,

This scale

This is a quick rating

score is based on the last

'back and forth'

you, not just

which yield

approach to the

c patients,

and communication - and a total

Examples of items that

sensible

(1957).

can be used by ward nurses

ward behavior

an objective

of psychiatri

was developed by Robert B. Ellsworth
scale

change in the group

toward group participation.

The MACCBehavioral
evaluation

was any overall

if there

score.
measures.

score include
take part

as well as talking

but a 'give

aud take'

in
to

conver-

of him to do, does he go
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ahead and do them on his own without
do it,

having to be told how and when to

and encouraged

or must he be directed

to do them?"

"Is he

bitter?"
The range of possible

scores

for the total

11 to 55; a high score indicates
In developing
differentiated
Ellsworth

the MACCscale,

and Clayton
raters

a possible

adjustment

that

was .89 on their

use of the scale

that

tionable

normative

scale

information;

appeared to be a promising

adjustment

in a limited

total

routine

assess

ity,

as less

device

Geidt (1961) rated

disturbed

pre- and post-test

and disorganized,

predicted

Lorr (1959) in

direction

and the

for the evaluation

the MACC

of behavior

studies

examining group
in order to

as to the subject's
suggested

that

suit-

those patients

and showing an average

and communicative would function

measure to compare 134 male VA psychiatric

program resulted

is ques-

activ-

fairly

Anker and Walsh (1961) used the MACCscale

in 2 types of group activities:
activity

They sug-

use of the scale

65 chronic patients

His results

and who were cooperative

well in group therapy.

of

number of areas.

for group therapy.

rated

score ratings.

however, he concluded that

an index based from the MACCscale

ability

reliability

data presented

The MACCscale was used in two previous
psychotherapy.

patients.

the interrater

and improvement in cases of mental illness.

validational

items which

was as a measurement of behavior

his review of the MACCreported

restricted

preselected

and drug-non-improved

(1959) reported

in view of the limited

score is from

adjustment.

Ellsworth

between drug-improved

two independent
gested

better

adjustment

in

group psychotherapy
significant

on the MACCscale.

and consistent

as a

patients

and a group
results

in the
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In this
test

total

study the MACCscale
ward adjustment

receiving

scores

token reinforcement

as more impr oved following
control

group.

to decrease

Data collection

two rated
raters

observed

An intercom

the su bjects

four individuals

rating

than subjects

in a

raters

and aide)

(nurse

observed

and two rated

system allowed

would be rated

error .

Data collection

responses,

and post-

if subjects

responses

of two independent
the interrater

personnel,

talk

to determine

for therapeutic

of behaviors

Research

in order

group participation

The ratings

were averaged

was used to compare pre-

was done by four individuals;
therapeu tic

in the groups
the raters

talk

responses.

The

from behind a one-way mirror.

to listen

and therapeutic

to the subjects.

responses

These

were located

next to the mirror.
Prior

to the study all

systematic

instruction

group verbal
responses
viduals

The individuals

for data

experience

collection.

event

thus giving

of twenty channels.

nated

a total

times

for therapeutic

it

recorders.

for each subject's

ten-channel

occurred,

talk

responses,

recorders

each session,

who rated

three

Matrix

recorded

the therapeutic

as well as for the total

group:

another

response

five

were

were desig-

The Simpson

occurred,

the number of

was emitted.

could be extrapolated
the total

in two

Five of the channels

when a response

indi-

had ten channels,

one for each subject.

data

these

the JQJ:1.

Each recorder

responses,

and how long that

the following

in using

hours of

to observe

The data were recorded

Simpson ten-channel

designated

at least

one Ph.D. and one M.A. leve l psychologists;

had had considerable

Apparatus

received

the .!!i11, Inte raction

in using

responses.

were:

the raters

Thus, for

for each subject

number of talk

responses,

the
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total

number of therapeutic
and the total

responses,

Each rater
fore,

there

length

in sets,

for one therapeutic

of therapeutic

of switches.

rater,

a divider
rater,
ra ter.

for the designated

when that

switch

subject

or more words.
talked.

for the subject

talking,

recorded

each time either

quently,

error

counters

a response

activated

to this,

switches

Therapeutic

the two therapeutic

raters

their

recorded

digital

Conse-

the number of
digital

for a:ny subject

were recorded

and their

on

counters

were activated.

response

responses

that

as long as the

was then in fact

In addition

Only one talk

at a time.

wa:y utilizing

a set of

from the number of times both raters'

were activated.

be recorded

emitted

were computed by subtracting

activations

to right

activat ed the switch

simultaneously

a response

There-

set of switches

remained activated

of the raters

responses

from left

g the raters,

rater

subject

raters

recorder.

in the group.

then a set of switches

separatin

This switch

the Simpson ten-channel

simultaneous

responses.

rater,

A talk

If both talk

of talk

and then the final

for the second therapeutic

individual

length

The switches

one for the talk

for the se cond talk

was three

the total

had one switch for each individual

were four sets

were situated

switches

responses,

could

in the same

two independent

sets

of switches.
Interrater

reliability.

adopted from an article
calculated
correct

each individual
one-half

for reliability

by Johnson and Bolstad

using the following
responses,

The guidelines

plus correct

had to maintain

procedure:

correct

responses.

Reliability

responses

level.

agreement

was

over in-

Before the experiment

inter-observer

hour each da:y, at the 90 percent

(1972).

were

began

for four da:ys,
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The apparatus
tinuous

of switches

talking

addition

to record,

to this,

independently
record

times that

each switch,

to a digital

and two sets

whether talk

of switches

was taken off the ten-channel
those times when one rater

Each counter

their

activated

was wired

the total

simultaneous

event recorder.

In

to

Therefore,

switch for that

(i.e.

activated.

was designated

switch was activated.

responses

for thera-

or therapeutic,

data could be obtained:

activated

number of correct

reliability.

Thus, for the Simpson ten-channel

counter.

the following
both raters

in making con-

both had to be simultaneously

the number of times that

each subject

total

for talk

were wired in series.

event recorder

facilitated

the e:iq:>eriment on interrater

checks throughout

The two sets
peutic

used for data collection

for

number of

subject,

and the

activation)

Error responses

which
were all

his switch while the other

rater

did not.
Interrater
experiment.
maintained
all

reliability

These checks indicated

that

baseline,

extinction,

for all

was

groups in

contingent

tokens,

and non-

into

groups;

each group had

procedures

The subjects

were randomly placed

five members and there

was no designated

I there

were four females

females

and one male, and in Group III

four males and one female.
by 12 feet;

were located

level

reliability

tokens.

The treatment

12 feet

the interrater

between an SOth to an 85th percent

the phases:

contingent

checks were made during each phase of the

chairs

in an adjacent

and one male,

three

leader

in Group II there
(i.e.

The experimental
were arranged

or therapist.

control

were four

group) there

were

room was approximately

in a circle.

room, and observed

In Group

The four raters

through a one-way mirror.
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An additional

subjects,
light

apart

however,

that

signaled

activated
subject

individual

their

when the therapeutic

response.

There was usually

one patient

talk

therapy

were given prior
this

the experimental

for both experimental

The groups met daily,

The experimental

design

instruction

did more than

as to the purpose
to be a group

be able to earn tokens.
candy, cosmetics,

sessions

were 30 minutes

All the sessions

group.

should receive

rarely

was considered

and they would, at times,

time following

of 22 sessions

the

time for reinforcement.

patients

tokens could be exchanged for cigarettes,
any

in dispensing

a

at a time.

they were told that

session

for

and maintained

which patient

groups of chronic

None of the subjects
of the study;

at the correct

no problem identifying

the token for in these

a token to the

achieved

with the raters

subject

a

had simultaneously

One token was dispensed

This individual

tokens to the appropriate

room with the
He observed

dispensed

came on.

95 percent

of at least

raters

This individual

when the light

each therapeutic
reliability

from the group of subjects.

switches.

talking

stood in the experimental

and so forth

each dczy-.

in duration;
groups,

The

there

16 sessions

were a total
for the control

5 times a week.
allowed for single

subject

comparisons

as

well as group comparisons.
Single
following
(1)

subject

of baseline
behaviors

Two experimental

groups were exposed to the

procedures:

A Baseline

responses

design,

was

Phase:
recorded

sessions
stabilized

an operant

level

for seven sessions.

was made after
within

of frequency

The decision

the operant

a 10 percent

of therapeutic

criterion

level

for the number

of these

level.

target
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(2)

A Contingent

Reinforcement

tokens for each therapeutic

(3)

A Return to Baseline

Phase:

the subjects

response.
Phase:

were reinforced

This phase lasted

five

no tokens were distributed

via

sessions.
for five

sessions.

(4)

A Non-Contingent

the effect

Reinforcement

of dispensing

A Yoked-Control

this

phase approximated

switched

response.

between tokens dispensed

in the contingent

had been used during

reinforcement

the contingent

a sound (i.e.

the non-contingent

whenever the click

subject

and the duration

that

token had been dispensed

to signal

on the target

Technique (Hannatz and Lapuc, 1968) was used to insure

the number of tokens,

Thus, during

This was used to assess

tokens non-contingent

that

tape recorder

Phase:

click)

phase,

in

phase.

A

and whenever a

was put on the tape.

phase the tape was played again and
was switched

sounded, the light

time for a token to be dispensed.
having spoken most recent ly prior
on, whether or not that

subject

on in the group room

The token was given to that
to when the light

had been

had spoken at a therapeutic

level.
In Group II the non-contingent
phase ; this
dispensed
closely

made it difficult

and duration
Group I.

to the contingent

to use a Yoked Control.

in the non-contingent
representing

phase was prior

Thus, the tokens

phase of Group II were dispensed

the schedule

of reinforcement

between reinforcements)

(both in frequency

as in the contingent

phase of

The primary reason for having Group II was to assess

sequence effe ct that
phase precede

might have occurred

or follow the contingent

Group design,
tokens were dispensed

The third

as

a:ny

on having the non-contingent
phase .

group functioned

for a:ny of the sessions.

as a control

in which no

This was to assess

the
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effects

of group participation

without

any

treatment

allowed for a comparison of the two experimental
group on selected
Figure

it also

groups with a control

outcome measures.

2 sunnnarizes the experimental

1-7

Sessions:

conditions;

phases of the three

8-12

13-17

groups.

18-22

Group I:

Baseline

Contingent

Extinction

Non-Contingent

Group II:

Baseline

Non-Contingent

Extinction

Contingent

Control
Group:

~

Figure 2.

Baseline

Summary of the experimental

design

Data analysis
In Groups I and II each subject
control

for the effects

tioning

the verbal

the three

of contingent

behaviors

the groups provided

token reinforcement

of therapeutic

groups and on each subject

the effects

within

responses.

behavior:

on condiGraphs comparing

were used in order

of each phase upon the target

his own

to illustrate

therapeutic

responses.
An analysis

intra-group
the response

of variance

replication
rate

model appropriate

for an intra-subject

design was used to assess

of therapeutic

as compared to the baseline

responses

phases.

significant

in the treatment

This one-way analysis

and

changes in
conditions
of variance
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model was described
tions

underlying

by Gentile,

Roden, and Klein (1972).

the use of their

being what are traditionally

considered

and (2) the number of observations
subjects

effects.

The Scheffe

at a time following
A:n. inter-group

nificant

differences

among the three
Analysis

a significant
analysis

model are:

The assump-

(1) the treatment

the between-subjects

being considered

effects

effects,

the standard

within-

method was used to compare the means two
F test.

of variance

design was used to assess

in the mean frequencies

of therapeutic

sig-

responses

groups.
of covariance

erces

among the three

test,

in both cases,

was used to assess

any significant

groups in both of the outcome measures.
was used as a point

of covariance.

differThe pre-
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CHAPTER
IV
RESULTS
Analy sis of the data was ba8ed on the following
the comparison of token re ·inforcement
of therapeut i c responses
their

UJ)on the frequency

the phases within

ment upon the frequency
responses

and duration

changes from pre- to post-testing

groups;
of all

three

groups on both the
are in Appendix

responses,

is on of the mean frequencies
groups during

each session

formance within

of non-contingent

of therapeutic
across

were more frequent

receiving

token reinforcement

graphic

for the

than under conditions

responses

than in a control

per-

were more frequent

and conditions

therapeutic

for the three

support

responses

a compar-

Each group's

token reinforcement

token reinforcement

(2) there

responses

the four phases.

(1) therapeutic

of contingent

3 portrays

Figure

the four phases indicates

hypotheses:

under conditions

of no tokens;

and

in both of the groups

group receiving

no token

reinforcement.
Appendix D contains
frequency

c.

responses

Freguency of therapeutic

following

responses

and (3) the comparison of

MA.CC
and the HIM-B. Raw data for pre- and post-tests
Therapeutic

and duration

of token reinforce-

of both therapeutic

among the three

(1 _;

Groups I and II and

(2) the comparison of the effects

subjects;

and talk

across

comparisons:

of therapeutic

graphs for all
responses

across

Group I and II subjects
the four experimental

on the
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SESSIONS

KEY:
Phase
1
2
3
4

Figure

Sessions
1-7
8-12
13-17
18-22

Grou;e I:
Baseline
Contingent
Extinction
Non-Contingent

--

G1:-011E
II: :Baseline
Non-Contingent
Extinction
Contingent

3. A comparison of the mean frequencies
responses

for the three

groups.

GrouE III:
No Tokens
No Tokens
No Tokens

of therapeutic

• • •
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phases.

These graphs support

subjects

increased

predicted

in their

frequency

that

all

of therapeutic

the experimental
responses

in the

directions.

A one-way intra-group
pare whether these
greater

the hypotheses

analysis

differences

of variance

among the four experimental

than would have been expected

of therapeutic

responses

phases were
of 48.26

An F ratio

by chance.

for Group I and 23.47 for Group II indicated
frequency

design was used to com-

that

the difference

of the

among the four phases was significant

beyond the .01 level.
Individual

intra-subject

Groups I and II indicated
of therapeutic

responses

10 subjects.

analyses
that

intra-group

observed in the four experimental

comparisons.
subjects

Perusal

emitted

significantly

phase of contingent

phase of contingent

significant

responses

of

as

of the means from each phase,

indicates

that

more therapeutic

token reinforcement

of therapeutic

method was used to test
eight

responses

these

of the ten
under the

than under the baseline

emitted more therapeutic

token reinforcement.
at least

table

1

token reinforcement

Seven of the ten subjects

contingent

The Scheffe

of this

analyses

phases.

for Groups I and II on the frequency

in each phase.

beyond the

and intra-subject
of therapeutic

Table 2 summarizes the comparisons

responses

for 8 of the

beyond the .05 level.

comparing the mean frequencies

two at a time,

in

between the mean frequency

for 7 of the 8 were significant

and 1 was significant

Table 1 summarizes these
variance

the difference

on the 10 subjects

among the 4 phases was significant

These F ratios

.01 level,

of variance

responses

phase.

under the

than under the phase of non-

All of these mean differences

beyond the .05 level,

were

and most were significant
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Table 1.

Summary of intra-group
and intra-subject
analyses of variance
comparing the mean frequencies
of therapeutic
responses as
observed within the four experimental phases

Mean
(N=7)a

Subject

Baseline
Phase

Mean
(N=5)

Mean
(N=5)
Extinction
Phase

Contingent
Phase

------------------------------------

Mean
(N=5)

F

Non-contingent
Phase

Group I

2.14

98.4

21.0

28.8

48.26**

S: I-1

o.oo

12.0

o.o

1.2

8.16**

S: I- 2

0.43

50 ..6

12.6

19.4

27.14**

S: I-3

o.oo

17.2

4.0

4.2

24.98**

S: I-4

o.oo

3.4

o.6

o.o

4.26*

S: 1-5

1.71

20.8

3.8

4.0

17. 31**

-----------------------------------Baseline
Phase

Non-contingent
Phase

Extinction
Phase

Contingent
Phase

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 15.42

28.6

8.0

73.2

23.47**

S: II-1

0.57

4.8

1.4

12.0

24.36**

S: II-2

10.71

8.8

2.0

29.0

9.89**

S: II-3

4.85

7.0

4.2

24.4

6.12**

S: II-4

0.71

4.2

o.6

4.4

2.18

S: II-5

1.00

2.4

o.o

3.0

3.07

Group II

aRepresents
**Significant
*Significant

the number of sessions.
beyond the .01 level.
beyond the .05 level.
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'ruble 2.

Comparisons of the means of the frequency
responses in each phasea.

of therapeutic

PHASES

B &C

Subject

Group I

135.78**

5.21

10.41*

75.25**

60.84**

0.76

S: I-1

19.45**

o.oo

0.19

16.66**

13.50*

0.16

S: I-2

78.52**

4.62

ll.22*

38.60**

26.02**

1.23

S: I-3

70.11**

3.s2

4.22

35.70**

34.63**

0.01

S: 1-4

10.41*

0.32

o.oo

6.07

8.96

0.27

S: I-5

44.38**

0.53

0.63

30.16**

29.46**

o.oo

Group II

51. 77**

0.85

2.69

56.50**

26.44**

5.64

S: II-1

63.72**

0.33

s.72

47.0l**

21.69**

4.83

S: II-2

14.46**

3.28

0.15

27.02**

15.21-l(-

1.71

S: II-3

14.30*

0.01

0.17

13.09*

9.71*

0.25

S: II-4

3.60

o.oo

3.22

3.27

0.01

2.94

S: II-5

3.81

0.95

1.87

7.38

0.30

4.72

aThe Scheffe' method is used here to compare the means two at a time
This is a very rigorous criterion.
After an F
following an F test.
ratio has been calculated,
it is compared with a quantity of F', which
is F' = (k - l)F.
For a:ny difference
to be significant
at the required
The values of F' required
level, F must be greater than or equal to F'.
for significance
at the .01 and .05 levels ca.re 15.27 and 9.48 respectively.
Key: Al no tokens
B contingent tokens
A2 no tokens (extinction)
C non-contingent
tokens
*Significant
beyond the .05 level.
**Significant
beyond the .01 level.
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beyond the .01 level.
higher

frequency

contingent

However, no subjects

of therapeutic

token reinforcement

Duration

of therapeutic

ison of the mean duration
the three
that
tions

responses

groups.

of therapeutic

of contingent

graphs on each of the subjects
hypotheses

responses

for all

increased

the hypothesis

token reinforcement,

token reinforcement.

These individual

for

under the condiand more so
Individual

from these groups also

the subjects.

a compar-

from each session

graph supports

responses

and non-contingent

under the conditions

under the phase of non-

Figure 4 portrays

responses,

of therapeutic

of contingent

a significantly

than under a phase of no tokens.

The comparison on this

the duration

emitted

support

the

graphs can be found

in Appendix E.
F ratios

of 22.93 for Group I and 23.56 for Group II indicated

the difference

of the mean duration

four phases was significant
Individual

intra-subject

subjects.
level;

responses

analyses

one was significant

that

from each phase,

of the mean duration

significant

of

for 8 of the 10
beyond the .01

beyond the .05 level.
intra-subject

comparing the mean durations

The Scheffe'

therapeutic

the difference

eight had F ratios

Table 3 sUJIDllarizes these

four experimental

among the

on the 10 subjects

of variance

among the 4 phases was significant

Seven of these

variance

responses

beyond the .Ol level.

in Groups I and II indicated
therapeutic

of therapeutic

that

and intra-group

of therapeutic

analyses

responses

of

among the

phases.
method was used to test
two at a time,

responses

the comparisons

of the means

for Groups I and II on the duration

in each phase.

Group I and Group II and six of their

These results
ten subjects

indicated
emitted

that

longer

of
both
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Baseline
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A comparison of the mean duration (in seconds)
therapeutic
responses for the three groups.

of

• • •
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Table 3.

Summary of intra-group
and intra-subject
analyses of variance
comparing the mean duration (in seconds) of therapeutic
responses as observed within the four experimental phases.

Mean
(N=7)a

Subject

Baseline
Phase

Mean
(N=5)

Mean
(N=5)

Contingent
Phase

Extinction
Phase

-----------------------------------Group I

11.28

269.6

58.0

Mean
(N=5)

F

Non-contingent
Phase
71.40

22.93**

2.8

11.64**

S: I-1

o.oo

S: I-2

0.71

139.6

27.8

51.6

12.59**

S: I-3

o.oo

41.8

9.2

7.4

25.09**

S: I-4

o.oo

7.8

1.0

o.o

4.86*

59.4

20.0

9.6

5.36**

S: I-5

26.28

o.o

34.6

-----------------------------------Baseline
Phase

Non-contingent
Phase

Extinction
Phase

Contingent
Phase

- --- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Group II

45.42

85.8

21.2

253.2

23.56**

S: II-1

0.71

10.4

2.6

26.4

19.80**

S: II-2

24.57

19.8

5.6

95.6

29.00**

S: II-3

15.42

16.8

12.4

94.0

7.83**

S: II-4

1.28

27.4

1.0

29.6

1.57

S: II-5

1.85

6.4

o.o

7.6

2.62

aRepresents
**Significant
*Significant

the number of sessions •
beyond the • 01 level.
beyond the .05 level.
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durations

of therapeutic

responses

compared to the baseline
additional

subject's

Further
and II,

phase,

of these

of therapeutic

significant

in the mean duration
the subjects

therapeutic

of variance

among the three

of the therapeutic

comparisons

groups yielded

for all

and Group III

responses

combined were:
- 1.25.

higher

frequencies

in Groups I and II than in Group III.

the F ratio

between Groups II and III

.05 level.

This supported

These results

of 6.62, significant

groups using the Scheffe

were significantly

between Groups I and III was 11.79,

A one-way

groups of the frequency

the sessions

Comparing the means of the three

peutic

of

of therapeutic

an F ratio

The means for the three

responses

there

of means of the duration

among the groups.

responses

Group I - 34.36, Group II - 29.86,

that

the groups or

tokens and no tokens.

comparing the mean frequency

beyond the .01 level.

indicated

in either

differences

groups

Frequency of therapeutic

responses

responses

at least

in each phase.

Comparison of the three
verbal behaviors

analysis

significant

and both the groups

between the phases of non-contingent

responses

a longer

There were no significant

of therapeutic

Table 4 summarizes these

emitted

tokens,

and for four of the subjects

beyond the .01 levela

both Groups I

under the phase of contingent

tokens than under a phase of non-contingent
beyond the .05 level,

that

ten subjects

responses

an

beyond the .05 level.

means indicate

of these

token phase than

beyond the .01 level;

was significant

as a whole, and eight

mean duration

significant

difference

comparisons

in the contingent

significant
was 8.8,

the predicted

method

of thera-

The F ratio

beyond the .01 level;
significant

expectations.

are summarized in Table 5.

1

beyond the
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Table 4.

Comparisons of the means of the duration
responses in each phasea.

of therapeutic

PHASES
Subject

A1 & B

Al & C

B & A2

B&C

A2 & C

Group I

63.42**

2.07

3.43

36.47**

32.00**

0.14

S: I-1

27 ·59**

o.oo

o.1e

23.64**

19.97**

0.15

S: I -2

35.65**

1.35

4.78

19.80**

12.26*

0.18

S: I-3

69.06**

3.34

2.16

36.00**

40.08**

0.10

S: 1-4

11.72*

0 ..19

o.oo

o.oo

10.03*

0.16

S: I-5

5.95

0.21

1.51

7.22

11.54*

0.50

Group II

52.36**

0.71

1.97

55.96**

29.13**

4.33

S: II-1

51.80**

o.2s

7.36

38.11**

17.22**

4.09

S: II-2

52.05**

3.71

0.23

71.63**

50.81**

1.78

S: II-3

17.60**

0.02

0.01

16.17**

14.48*

0.04

S: II-4

2.70

o.oo

2.29

2.36

0.01

2.01

S: II-5

3.71

0.38

2.33

5.56

0.14

3.95

Al & A2

asee similar footnote on Table 2.
*Significant beyond the .05 level.
**Significant beyond the .Ol level.
Key: A1 - no tokens (baseline)
B - contingent tokens
A2 - no tokens (extinction)
c - non-contingent tokens
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Table 5.

Analysis of variance and comparison of means of the frequency
of therapeutic
responses among the three groups.

II

III

Group:

I

Mean:

34.36

29.86

1.25

22

22

16

No. of Sessions:

Degrees of Freedom

Source of Variation

------- ---

Total
Among the Means
Within

------

Mean Squares

------

59

1,024.95

2

5,699.74

57

860.92

-

F

--6.62**

Comparison of
Group Means
I & II

0.25

I & III

11. 79**

II & III

8.80*

**Significant
beyond the .01 level.
*Significant
beyond the .05 level.
cur'he Scheffe~ method is used here to compare the means two at a time
following a significant
F test.
After an F ratio has been calculated,
it is compared with a quantity of F', which is F' = (k - l)F.
For
any difference
to be significant
at the required level, F must be
greater than or equal to F'.
The values of F' required for significance at the .01 level and .05 level are:
10.00 and 6.32 respectively.
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Duration
analysis

of therapeutic

of variance

responses

comparing

among the three

beyond the .01 level.
therapeutic

among the groups.

the mean duration

groups yielded

for all

Group II - 96.31 seconds,

Comparing the means of the three
there

groups using

were significantly

responses

in Groups I and II than in Group III.

between Groups II and III

level.

This supported

of variance
three

of talk

responses

an F ratio

The means for the three

responses

fo r all

the sessions

II - 273.72, and Group III

there

the F

responses

combined were:

among the

beyond the .01

gro ups of the frequency

of talk

Group I - 239.59, Group

- 133.0 ~,
groups using

in Groups I and II than Group III.

I and III

was 42.89, significant

:rere significantly

1

between Groups II and III

A one-way analysis

of 39.18 significant

responses

higher

the Scheffe'

frequencies
The F ratio

beyond the .01 level;

was 74.78, significant

of talk

responses

method

of talk
between Groups

the F ratio

beyond the .01 level.

are summarized in Table 7g Figure

of the mean frequencies
groups.

between

cant beyond the .05

of talk

that

the three

of therapeutic

The F ratio

among the groups.

indicated

parison

method

expectations.

Comparing the means of the three

These results

the Scheffe'

beyond the .05 level;

comparing the mean frequencies

groups yielded

level.

the predicted

Group I -

- 2.63 seconds.

durations

was 9.65, signifi

of

are sununarized in Table 6.

These results
Frequency

longer

was 9.24, significant

of the duration

and Group III

that

ratio

groups

combined were:

indicated

Groups I and III

of 5.98, significant

an F ratio

the sessions

A one-way

of therapeutic

The means for the three

responses

94.27 seconds,

responses

5 portrays

a com-

from each session

for
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Table

6.

Analysis of variance
and comparison of means of the duration
(in seconds) of therapeutic
responses among the three groups.

Group:

I

II

Mean:

94.27

96.31

2.62

22

22

16

No. of Sessions:
Source

of Variation

------

Degrees

--- -

Total

of Freedom

------

Within

Mean Squares

-------

F

9,841.60

59

Among the Means

III

2

50,406.84

57

8,418.33

5.98**

Comparison of
Group Means
I & II

0.01

I & III

9.24*

II & III

**Signincant
beyond the .01 level.
*Significant
beyond the .05 level.
8.The Scheffe'
method is used here to compare the means two at a time
following
a significant
F test.
After an F ratio has been calculated,
For
it is compared with a quantity
of F', which is F' = (k - l)F.
any difference
to be significant
at the required
level,
F must be
greater
than or equal to F'.
The values of F' required
for significance at the .01 and .05 level are:
10.00 and 6.32 respectively.
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Table

7. Analysis

of variance and comparison of means of the frequency
responses among the three groups

of talk

Group:

II

III

239.59

273.72

133.06

22

22

I

Mean:
No. of Sessions:

Source of Variation

Degrees of Freedom

Total
Among the Means
Within

Comparison of
Group Means

Mean Squares

59

5,622.73

2

96,028.50

57

2,450.59

16

F

39.18**

~

I & II

5.22

I & III

42.89**

II & III

74.78**

**Significant
beyond the .Ol level.
a..rtie Scheffe 1 method is used here to compare the means two at a time
following a significant
F test.
After an F ratio has been calculated,
For
it is compared with a quantity of F', which is F' = (k - l)F.
any difference
to be significant
at the required level, F must be
greater than or equal to F 1 • The value of F' required for significance at the .01 level is 10.00.
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i.nn

nurat

talk

o[

responses

a monc; the ,n:roupr; . /\. one-wa,Y ,.naly:::;j_:::;of

v~L1·i
:rnct' compar :i.ng the mean duration

for the three

groups

combined were:
and Group III

parison

of the duration

r.espon:~C's amonr; the

w.:-1,Snot

of talk

995.36 seconds,

Group I -

:; i ,n;nificant .

responses

for all

thr.1:-1c

'rhc me.:ms

sessions

1011.27 seconds,

Group II -

856.62 seconds.

-

These results

three

of 1 . 34, which

y iel ded an 1'' ratio

r'.'roup:::;

of b.lk

are sununarized

of the mean duration

in Table 8 .

of talk

responses

6 portrays

a com-

from each session

for the

Figure

e-roups .

Outcome measures
The MACC Behavioral
desien

statistical
groups
ratio

Adjustment

comparing

the post-tests

on the J\IACC, us ing the pre-test
of . 58 .

This was not significant,

for the between-group

variance

for the within-subject
The mean scores

estimate

An analysis

of covariance

of the three

experimental

as the covar iate , yielded
with two degrees
and eleven

an F

of freedom

degr ees of freedom

varianc e estimate.
for the pre-

and post -t est

rat i ngs for the three

were aa follows:

~oups
Group I
pre

Scale .

post

67.6 7s.o
Additional
ferences

Group III

Group II
pre

post

pre

post

68.6

75.0

69.6

ao.o

one-tailed

t-tests

between the mean pre-

well as for all
and post-test
beyond the

the subjects

were computed comparing

and post-test

as a whole.

means for Group I yielded

.05 level with four degrees

ratings
At-test

a ratio

the dif-

for each group,
comparing

the pre-

of 2.61, significant

of freedom.

as
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'l'ablt1

n.

vari:mce
and means fo:r the duration
~alk . resvo nne s amon.r.; th e thr ee r:roup:::i .

J\naJ.y:-;i:..; of

of

No . of Se:..;::;ions .

of Var.i.at.ion

Total

Within

Means

Degrees

11 1

1011. 27

856. 62

22

22

16

of Freedom

J\lean Squares

Mean:

Arnone; the

cccornls )

I:I

Cr:oup :

Source

( in

59

95,780. 51

2

127,635.50

57

94, 662.79

F

l.

54
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A comparison

response~
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Group III:

of the mean durati on ( i n minutes)
for the three groups .

20

22

....
of talk
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At-test
::i

comparing

the pre-

and post-test

ra tj_o of 3.'1-4, signj_fican t beyond the

me;i,n::;of Grour II yielc'led

. 025 level

wHh four decrees

of

freedom.
comparine; the pre-

At-test
yielded

a ratio

of 2 .70,

and post -t est me;:ms of Group III

significant

beyond the . 05 level

with four

dee-rees of freedom .
At-test
yielded

comparing

a ratio

of

the pre-

and post-test

4.84, significant

means for all

beyond the .01 level

15 subjects

with 14

dee-rees of freedom.
In summary, each group as well as all
were rated

significantly

higher

(i.e.

total

ward adj ustment)

there

were no siiSTiificant
croups

the three
~·

, yielded

and eleven

ratings.

statistical
eroups

an F' ratio

of

as the covariate.
design

comparin g the

on the HIM-B, using
of .,15.

the pre-

'l'his was not signif -

of freedom for the between-group

degrees

However,

among the mean post ratings
ratings

experimental

icant , with two degrees
estimate

differences

as a whole,

of the MACCscale

as compared to pre-test

of covariance

of the three

as the covariate

on the post -t est

the pre-test

An analysis

post-tests
test

usinc

the subjects,

variance

of freedom for the within-subject

v ariance

estimate .
The mean scores

for the pre-

and post -tests

for the three

groups

were as follows:
Group III

Group II

Group I
pre

post

pre

post

pre

30 . 2

37.8

83.0

87.8

71.2

Additional
ference

between

one-tailed

t-test

the mean pre-

s were computed comparing

and post-test

scores

the d.i.f-

for each group,

as
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well

as for all

and poet-test
beyond the

the subjects

as a whole.

means of Group I yielded
.10 l evel with four

A t-tc:::;t

comparing

yi_elded a ratio

of .58, this

a ratio

dec;rees

the pre-

At-test

comparing

of 1.67,

the pre-

significant

of freedom .

and post-test

wa:::;not sio1ifi

means of Group II
cant with four dee;rees

of

freedom.
A t-tc:::;t comparine
yielded

a ratio

cleerees

of freedo:n.

At-test

the pre - and rost - test

of 2 .47,

significant

compa rin g the pre-

yielded

a ratio

degrees

of freedom.

of 2 .41,

beyoncl the

and post-test

signi ficant

1n swmnary , Groups I and II,
si dered

a:::; a whole,

tended

lllJ\'1
-f:3 ( j_. e . a preference

c:1:nt difference:J
the pre -t est

to explore
sc ores.

01nonc the mean post

as a covari ate .

.0 5 level

with four

means for all
.025 level

15 subjects
with 14

c1s well as al l of the subjects

to score

a:~ compared to the_i_r pre -t est

beyond the

means of Group Ill

higher
all

on the post-tests

of the

arc,rn of c;roup i nt eractio
However , there

con-

n)

were no sic;nifi-

::;cores of the three

gro u ps us ing
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CHAPTER
V
DISCUSSION
The major objectiv~
ditioning

technique

therapeutic

a style

a~3 defined

by the

of chroni~ psychiatric

was to examine possible
paring

study was to use a token operant

to facilitate

responses

group setting

of this

the groups

not receiving

effects

recei~ing

of verbal

filll

interaction,

Interaction

patients.

upon selected

i.e.

Matrix,

A secondary

in a

objective

outcome measures

token reinforcement

con-

with a control

comgroup

tokens.

Hypotheses
The results

supported

occur significantly
I and II,

contingent
baseline

more frequently

in the following

of contingent

the hypotheses

token

rein£orcement

and extinctlon

conditioning

durations

directions:

and conditions

responses

did

in Groups

(1) under conditions

as compared to conditions

phases);

procedures

therapeutic

and for longer

predicted

token rei~forcement

that

of no tokens

of non(i.e.

(2) in Groups I and II receiving

as compared to a control

group receiving

the
no

tokens.
The hypothesis
frequently

and for longer

token reinforcement
tically

:,tating

therapeutic
durations

responses

would occur more

under conditions

than under conditions

of non-contingent

of no tokens

was not statis-

supported.
The results

would score

did not support

significa.ntlr

higher

the hypotheses
on the post-tests

that

Groups I and II
of the HIM-Band the
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MACC,using the pre-tests
other

were no indications

words, there

reinforcement

~!:!!QQ.

as the covariate,

scored any higher

Behavioral

Adjustment

that

Scale,

of therapeutic

to be a functional

r einforcement
peutic

also,

(1)

a measure of ward adjustment;

and

toward group interaction.

responses

to talk
that

responses,

a functional

Figures

for Groups I and II there

in the frequency

extinct i on phases and a decrease
therapeutic

token

relat i onsh i p between contingent

and the increase

responses;

groups having received
outcome measures:

3 and 4 (see pages 57 and 62) illustrate
appears

In

on the following

(2) the HIM-B, a measure of preference
Relationship

than would Group III.

token

and duration

relationship

of thera-

between baseline

in the frequency

and duration

and

of

responses.

5 and 6 (see pages 70 and 73) illustrate

Figures
I and II there
the frequency

doesn't

appear to be a functional

and duration

of talk

responses

that

for Groups

relationship

between

with any of the experi-

mental phases.
Over 14 percent

of all

in Group I were rated
11 percent
responses.
Group III

of all

as therapeutic

the verbal

However, less
(control

responses;

responses

of therapeutic

than 1 percent

increased

to approximately

These percentages

responses

and the increase

similarly,

the sessions
approximately

of all

the verbal

responses.

responses

Further,

36 percent

and 24 percent,

relationship
of therapeutic

in

during

in Groups I and II the

as compared to all verbal

and the figures

to .be a functional

from all

in Group II were therapeutic

token reinforcement

percentage

forcement

responses

group) were therapeutic

the phases of contingent

appears

the verbal

respectively.

in Chapter IV indicate
between contingent
responses

responses

there

token rein-

as compared to the
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more or less

random variation

of talk

responses

across

the experi-

mental phases.
Comparison of the three
as a whole, did have higher
peutic

responses

receiving

than did Group III.

responses,

responses,

Groups I and II,

and longer

durations

This indicates

that

contingent

increased

a group not receiving

of thera-

the groups
i.e.

upon the target

behavior,

target

compared with

on this

behavior

the tokens.

Thi s relationship

appears

groups there

was also a higher

frequency

to be

obvious.
Among the three

responses
wasn't

in Groups I and II than in the control

a longer

as any verbal
results

duration

of talk

initiation

suggest

is that

might speculate
verbal

that

order to increase
agrees

responses

in their

subjects

their

ment was the target
i.e.

creasing

research

verbal

response

therapeutic

initiations.

as well.

level,

in which verbal

An important

class

One
more
in
This

initiations

and

(Alumbaugh,

responses

experiment

aspect

of this

experi-

which was chosen to be
as defined

In as much as this

not only the frequency

response

there

1972).
class.

this

What these

in Groups I and II were initiating

response

Matrix.

group interaction,

of verbal

by means of token reinforcement

1971; Hauserman, et al.,
Target verbal

was defined

token reinforcement

frequency

there

chances of rece i ving token reinforcement.

with previous

.!!il1, Interaction

response

or more words.

in groups receiving

were increased

conditioned,

A talk

three

of talk

group; however,

even though not always at a therapeutic

behavior,

finding

responses.

of at least

tended to be an increase

that

verbal

frequencies

token reinforcement

therapeutic

fairly

groups'

by Quadrant IV of the

is a particular

has demonstrated

of a verbal

response,

style

of

a means of inbut the quality

of

19
Earlier

studies

groups of chronic

that

attempted

psychiatric

patients

complex types of responses,
self-reference
so forth.

to condition

have usually

such as:

statements,

feeling

verbal

study indicates

a style

of group interaction

is problem-colving

oriented

behaviors

positive

continuous

the use of operant

speech,

and

principles

with psychiatric

for personal

in

focused on less

initiations,

statements,

The present

to condition

verbal

patients

and interpersonal

that

types of

problems.
This study expands an earlier
t i oned a confrontive

.!Y1l.Interaction
demonstrated

style

Matrix,

that

of verbal

interaction,

with college

students.

a similar

style

with a sample of psychiatric
The MACCBehavioral
to ind i cate that
group therapy
adjustment,
subjects
their

than subjects

total

the three

attributed

realized

mately three
research

study

can be conditioned

No relationship

to emit therapeutic

was found
responses

in

as more improved on a scale measuring ward

in a control

group.

groups were rated
following

Nevertheless,
significantly

participation

most of the
higher

on

in the experiment.

what this

improvement in ward adjustment

explanation

could be due to the placebo

they were being studied,

weeks they received

room to participate

have had as much of an effect
attitudes

The present

by the

was

to.

One possible
patients

Scale.

conditioned

ward adjustment

One would question

as defined

of interaction

Adjustment

subjects

(1969) which condi-

patients.

would be rated

within

study by Roffer

The

and each day for approxi-

the extra

attention

in the groups.
on the patients•

as did any of the experimental

effect.

of going to the

This extra

attention

ward behaviors

procedures.

may

and their
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In that

the MA.CC
scale

is a behavior

nurse aides and attendants,
raters

the scale

as it does about the actual

wards.

For some unknown reason

motility,

affect,

cooperation,

improvement that

behavior

improved ratings.
patients

higher

experiment.
to explain

the patients

In other

as much about them as

did generally

on the
see the

did become generally

this

conditioned

bias that

words, the raters

may

was what they thought

effects

responses

group on their

HIM-B. No relationship

than subjects
to score higher

effected

have rated

responses

measuring their

in a control

group.

on the post-test

merely participation

the

was expected

other

relationship

group) had the greatest
scores,

areas

significant
significant

in the

from available

data

Nevertheless

groups,

and conse-

patients

in groups

of ward adjustment.
indicated

that

subjects

in group therapy would score

preferences

toward group interaction

Generally,

all

the patients

of the HIM-~; this

in a group experience

to explore

An interesting

ratings

that

the

would improve significantly

was found that

to emit therapeutic

on a test

among the three

could not be supported

to emit therapeutic

conditioned

groups;

improvement .from the pre- t .o post-ratings.

more than a control

and post-test

rater

was an

more adjusted

therapy

Whatever it was, it remains difficult

the hypothesis

preference

Perhaps this

in the experimental

because that

were no differential

higher

completed by

of the patients

the raters

however, it may have been uncontrolled

quently

may reflect

and communication.

on the ward from participating

there

scale

scale:
as having improved on the items measured by the MA.CC

patients

actual

rating

did tend

may reflect

that

expands an individual's

of group interaction.
occurred

in that

difference
beyond the

Group III

(control

between the mean pre-

.05 level;

while on the
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other hand this
crepancy
areas

between the groups'

of group interaction

perhaps
will

group had the fewest therapeutic
increased
and their

responses.

preferences
actual

the HIM-B may not be effective

This dis-

toward exploring

performance

in reflecting

all

indicates

that

how an individual

perform in a group.

Further

considerations

and criticism~

The experimental

design.

The use of the "ABA" experimental

for Groups I and II provided
functional

relationship

ment upon increasing
responses.
subjects

an effective

means of illustrating

between the use of contingent
the frequency

and duration

particularly

contingent

of therapeutic

provided

tokens,

support

did increase

to providing

graphic

and

and duration

token reinforcement

upon therapeutic

the use of the one-way, intra-subject
a means of statistically
and duration

testing

of therapeutic

analysis

of

of variance

whether the changes in the

responses

between phases were

or chance variations.

One major criticism

of using the control

or some means of treatment

16 sessions,

Group III

was terminated

responses

for the last

7 sessions,

debilitating

effects

on the patients

in that

Consequently,

the difference

group and the experimental

group was the lack of a

to avoid that

therapeutic

control

the tokens,

of the effects

responses,

After

that

illustration

and non-contingent

therapist

of therapeutic

the frequency

contingent

significant

token reinforce-

responses.

In addition

frequency

the

Not only did each group as a whole, but each of the 10
in Groups I and II,

provided

design

group stagnating.

because there

had been no

and to prevent

a:ny

group.

in the number of sessions
groups constitutes

between the

a possibility
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that

accurate

compar i sons between the three

Even though random placement,

make.

were used to equalize
the small size
distributions

differences

diagnosis,

to sex,

and age that

may have still

length

technigue.

of tokens

Groups I and II in order to assess
under condit i ons of contingent
tingent

reinforcement.

The results

from Groups I and II there

quencies

of therapeutic

reinforcement

Similarly,

longer

mean durations

non-contingent

of increasing

receiving

tokens.

using these
impossible
experimental
correlational

of dispensing

tokens

as compared to non-confor 7 out of the 10

were significantly
under conditions

higher

of contingent

of non-contingent

responses

were significantly

than under conditions
indicate

did have a significant

This was intended

In this

study there

outcome measures.

relationship

that

specific

of

the
effect

to be used as a means to
token reinforcement

outcome measures as compared to a control

procedures

token

token reinforce-

there

These results

the groups having received

to determine

fre-

responsesw

therapeutic

have on selected

means to assess

the effects

token reinforcement.

what effects

primary

was used in

of therapeutic

Pre- and post-testing.
assess

been some uneven

The technique

for 8 out of the 10 subjects

token reinforcement

of

response.

supported

than under conditions

ment.

contingent

responses

because

the results.

reinforcement

subjects

groups,

This was an effective

on the target

to

controls

of hospitalization,

might have affected

The yoked-control
the effects

as well as statistical

among the three

of the groups there
according

groups are difficult

First

group not

were some problems inherent
of all,

a cause and effect

it would have been
relationship

and the outcome measures,

between the

at best only a

could have been determined.

would

in
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Secondly,

the MACCscale

do the ratings.
interrater

No measures

reliabilities,

the two raters
At best

this

were taken

was controlled

without

checks on these

aides

doubt.f'ul.

of the reason

were not obtained

of hospital

Ideally

these

effects

of the reinforced

another

setting.

effects
therapeutic

In conclusion,

assessing

reinforcement,
Implications

particular

in order

with the experiment.

class

in another

suggests

to

any generaliza-

upon some measure outside
means to examine

setting,

such as the ward,

therapy

outcome measures
previous

that

studies,

they appear

if any, of a treatment
of the conditioning

of the

setting.
were used in this
the general

lack

to be inadequate

procedure

in

such as token

setting.

of the results

area of verbal

patients

checks

might have been to examine the occurrence

obtained

These results

principles

rigor

could have assessed

even though these

outside

remains

and reliability

or even in an individual

the effects,

of the results

However, a more adequate

study and have been used in similar
of significance

on

and reliability

experimental

response

response

group setting,

of ratings

training

training

staff

out come measures

of the experimental

reinforced

this

was due to sacrificing

gain the cooperation

generalization

that

from

with each other.

the two sets

the validity

to

check on

obtained

discrepant

adequate

and attendants

an adequate

the ratings

were often

by combining

nonetheless,

Part

to insure

and consequently

on each subject

each subject;

tion

require d hospit al a ide s and attendants

extend

the "application

conditioning.

to modify their

significance

is that

of research

This study has demonstrated

can be used in a group setting
in order

stage"

style
a quality

of chronic
of verbal
of verbal

that

in the
operant

psychiatric

interaction.
style

was

Of
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condit ioned that
this

Matrix

this

for the subjects

study has supported

as an effective

tool

can be targeted

pinpoint
~

atypical

involved

in

study.
Further,

that

is generally

certain

does,

styles

it will

can be studied

and be experimentally
of group therapy

in the experimental
The results

area of counseling

style

for being

Particularly,
interaction

solution

to the problems
a technique

relationship

responses

point

this

that

there

responses

that

study has demonstrated
and observed

non-verbal.

of behavior

involved

personal

as
in the

for methods

with individuals

in individual

and group

opens up a method of facilitating
who are typically

In no means does this
patient;

and the use of the group setting

psychiatric

Also,

are implications

of the psychiatric

where a therapist

modification

can be conditioned,

interaction

among subjects

with chronic

with them to solve

such as the

in group situations.

therapeutic

propensity

and generally

confrontation

this

for the area

and psychotherapy,

passive,

suggest

responses,

of the group can be controlled

of verbal

and facilitating

of verbal

gain the means to

of verbal

research,

have implications

talk-therapies.

responses

manipulated.

for token reinforcement

who have little

of verbal

of verbal

setting.

of the types

of teaching

As researchers

and qualities

one way in which the process

well as uses

a style

open up new possibilities

In the area

in tenns

for classifying

and modified.

lll1l. Interaction

the use of the

can begin
patients

and interpersonal

a

withdrawn,
suggest

however,

it

a
does

as a potential

to initiate
in order

problems.

a therapy

to begin working
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Recommendations
Two recommendations
by this

study;

both concern the need for further

generalization
First

effects

of all,

generalization
responses

have grown out of unanswered questions

effects~

within

clarification

occur from conditioning

future

research

the experimental

therapeutic

needs to assess

occur after

would be to examine whether therapeutic

generalize

and continue

forcers

are discontinued,

verbal,

problem-solving

natural

environment.

Secondly,
measures that
be derived

therapy,

further
will

behavior

research

assess

from talking

the benefits

session

and to settings

A goal of these efforts

setting.

exist

to occur in situations

that

researchers

and the behaviors

environment.

other

in a therapeutic

manner.

itself

of

in the

benefits

outcome
that might

In order to justify
group and individual

what the relationships

which occurs within

and attitudes

a style

appropriate

therapeutic

behavior

rein-

than the experimental

would maintain

from effective

point

will

in which tangible

needs to discover

need to discover

between the verbal

responses

the potential

may be derived

what

A logical

would be to condition
that

responses.

the therapeutic

setting.

of inquiry

of what

and clarify

having increased

(treatment)

raised

are that

the therapeutic

of the individual

in the natural
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Appendix A
Age, Length of Hospitalization,
Sex and Diagnosis
the 15 Patients Studied in This Experiment

Sub.ject

M!2.

Length of
Hospitalization*

S: I-1

53

153 days

S: I-2

66

5 yr.

S: I-3

49

S: I-4

~

for

Diagnosis

F

Schizophrenic
type, chronic

M

Passive

342 days

F

Schizophrenic reaction,
type
undifferentiated

chronic

26

3 yr. 167 days

F

Schizophrenic
type

paranoid

S: I-5

18

255 days

F

Mental deficiency

S: II-1

44

178 days

M

Schizophrenic
type, chronic

reaction,

paranoid

S: II-2

31

269 days

F

Schizophrenic

reaction,

chronic

S: II-3

21

1 yr.

F

Schizophrenic reaction,
type
undifferentiated

chronic

S: II-4

17

182 dczys

F

Non-psychotic organic brain
syndrome with brain trauma

S: II-5

48

253 days

F

Schizophrenic
type

S: III-1

24

147

days

M

Dyssocial

S: III-2

26

241 days

M

Schizophrenic reaction,
type
undifferentiated

S: III-3

58

4 yr. 191 days

F

organic brain
Non-psychotic,
syndrome, with epilepsy

S: III-4

50

137 days

M

Psychosis

S: III-5

24

226 days

M

Schizophrenic reaction,
undifferentiated
type

281 days

69 days

*Admissions to Wyoming State
yr.= years

Hospital

only.

reaction,

aggressive

paranoid

personality

reaction,

reaction,

paranoid

behavior

with brain

chronic

trauma
chronic
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Appendix B
HIM-B

------

WARD

NA.ME

-------------------

INSTRUCTIONS: Each statement has six alternative
answers.
Select the
one that comes nearest representing
your reaction or feeling about the
statement as it applies to you. Circle the selected item.
Read each
item carefully.
Do not spend a lot of time on any item.
Your reaction
is what is desired.
1.

I talk to people about my background; family, school, work, etc.
many people
some people
few people
most people
one or two people
nobody

2.

I tell other people specifically
what kind of reactions
I have
toward them when they ask me.
most people
many people
some people
few people
one or two people
nobody

3.

l like to discuss Psychology with people.
most people
many people
some people
one or two people
nobody

4.

I side in with people who say they are getting a raw deal.
many people
some people
few people
most people
one or two people
nobody

5. In a group I'd ask questions
another.
usually

6.

few people

often

sometimes

about how one member reacts
occasionally

I 'm interested
in what kind of things motivate
usually
often
sometimes
occasionall y

to

rarely

never

people.
rarely

never

7. People need to be told off regularly.
most people
many people
one or two people
nobody
8.

some people

When a group is having trouble operating,
I figure out what's
wrong with the group and propose solutions.
usually
often
sometimes
occasionally
rarely
never

9. I ask for or give summaries and restatements
usually
10.

11.

few people

often

sometimes

I am sarcastic
to people.
most people
many people
one or two people
nobody

occasionally
some people

I try to support and encourage other people.
most people
many people
some people
one or two people
nobody

of what's said.
rarely
never
few people

few people
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Appendix B1 Continued
12.

13.

When people point out examples of my immature,
inadequate behavior I try to profit by this.
usually
often
sometimes
occasionally

irrational
rarely

Even though my ideas a.re unpopular I tend to uphold them.
usually
often
sometimes
occasionally
rarely

14.

I side in with people who criticize
the group.
most people
many people
some people
few people
one or two people
nobody

15.

I like to know something about the background of people.
most people
many people
some people
few people
one or two people
nobody

16.

I let people know what I think
usually
often
sometimes

17.

I offer suggestions
functioning.
usually
often

of them.
occasionally

rarely

or
never
never

never

as to how a group might improve its
sometimes

occasionally

rarely

never

18.

I'm willing to seek help from people for my personal problems.
many people
some people
few people
most people
one or two people
nobody

19.

I like people who initiate
and plan group activities.
many people
some people
few people
most people
one or two people
nobody

20.

When groups try to solve people's problems it's
"blind leading the blind."
usually
often
sometimes
occasionally

a case of the
rarely

21.

If conflicting
goals are fouling
usually
often
sometimes

22.

Groups tend to get off the subject and wander all over.
rarely
usually
often
sometimes
occasionally

23. I try to get people to honestly
they form with others.
many people
most people
one or two people
nobody
24.
25.

I like to discuss
usually
often

up a group I will point
occasionally
rarely

this out.
never
never

examine the kind of relationships
some people

current events.
sometimes
occasionally

I help plan a group's activities.
usually
often
sometimes

never

occasionally

few people

rarely

never

rarely

never
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26.

27 .

28.

29.

30.
31.
3 2.
33.

I like to chat with people.
most people
many people
one or two people
nobody

some people

I openly criticize
of authority.
usually
often

the policies

I try to integrate
opinions
or ideas
usually
often

or synthesize
and pull
expressed in a group.
sometimes
occasiom

sometimes

of those

few people
in charge or in position

occasionally

rarely

together
lly

I like to discuss what causes various kinds
and mental illnesses.
usually
often
sometimes
occasionally

never

divergent
rarely

never

of emotional

upsets

rarely

never

I compare the group I'm i n with other groups I've known.
usually
often
sometimes
occasionally
rarely
I try to help people with their
often
sometimes
usually

personal problems.
occasionally
rarely

I retal iate when people point out my weaknesses.
sometimes
usually
often
occasionally

rarely

never
never
never

When people talk about their problems I like to bring the
discussion
around to the principles
or ty:pes of behavior that
are ill ustrated
by these problems.
usually
often
sometimes
occasionally
rarely
never

34. I share wi th the group
subsequent
usually

failures.
often

my observations

sometimes

of its

occasionally

function
rarely

and its
never

35.

I point out discrepancies
or contradictions
between peoples
like.
behavior and what they sey they're
never
usually
often
sometimes
occasionally
rarely

36.

I like for others
often
usually

to help me understand myself.
sometimes
occasionally

rarely

37. I •m the one who asks what are the plans and procedures
group.
usually

3s.
39.

never
of the

often

sometimes

occasionally

rarely

never

I like to praise
often
usually

people.
sometimes

occasionally

rarely

never

rarely

never

I disagree
usually

with the wey groups tend to operate.
sometimes
occasionally
often
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40.
41.
42.

I make fun of people.
usually
often
sometimes

occasionally

rarely

never

I'm interested
in people.
usually
often
sometimes

occasionally

rarely

never

to give group members an honest statement
It is my responsibility
of how I react to them even if it may hurt their feelings.
usually
often
sometimes
occasionally
rarely
never

43. I'm willing

to share details
many people
most people
one or two people
nobody

of my private
some people

life with people.
few people

44. When I tell

people how I react to them I try to do so but in a way
that doesn't hurt their feelings.
usually
often
sometimes
occasionally
rarely
never

45. I try to clarify

or pu.11 out some conclusions for the group when it
gets bogged down or confused in discussing a topic.
usually
often
sometimes
occasionally
rarely
never

46. When a member's behavior prevents
I point
usually

or inhibits
a group's
out to the group the effect of his behavior.
often
sometimes
occasionally
rarely

47. I try to find out what kind of reactions
other individuals.
usually
often

sometimes

48. I like to exchange gossip.
usually

often

sometimes

49. I like to kid with people.
usually

50.

often

sometimes

my behavior

progress,
never

produces on

occasionally

rarely

never

occasionally

rarely

never

occasionally

rarely

never

I try to get people to discuss the kinds of defenses and
psychological
principles
that their behavior illustrates.
usually
often
sometimes
occasionally
rarely

never

51. People have pretty

foggy notions on most controversial
issues.
most people
many people
some people
· few people
one or two people
nobody

52.

I like to offer observations
about the group's
usually
often
sometimes
occasionally

performance.
rarely
never

53. I like to get people to discuss how they feel about each other~
usually

often

sometimes

occasionally

rarely

never
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54. People need to know more about Psychological

and Psychiatric

terms

and concepts.

most people
many people
one or two people
nobody

55.

I react negatively
personality.
often
usually

to suggestions
sometimes

56.

I try to get people
often
usually

57.

I like to argue with people.
many people
most people
one or two people
nobody

58.

implying

few people
that

occasionally

I change my

rarely

never

to deal with their problems which they avoid.
sometimes
occasionally
rarely
never
some people

I like to be close and personal
with people.
most people
many people
some people
one or two people
nobody

59. People who talk about their
many people
most people
one or two people
nobody

60.

some people

troubles gripe
some people

few people

few people
me.
few people

I share with the group how I think we're doing.
usu.ally
often
sometimes
occasionally

rarely

never

6lg

When people ask about how I react toward them I usually
something.
many people
some people
few people
most people
one or two people
nobody

62.

see me and see my problems.
I try to find out how people actually
some people
few people
many people
most people
nobody
one or two people

63. I like to socialize.
usually

often

sometimes

in people.
many people
most people
nobody
one or two people

64. I'm interested

occasionally
some people

rarely
few people

tell

them

never
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Appendix C
Raw Data for Pre- and Post-tests

HIM-B*

MACCSCALE**
Pre

Rater 1
Post

Pre

Rater 2
Post

Subject

Pre

Post

S: 1-1

3

5

19

27

22

30

S: 1-2

77

89

49

51

46

51

S: I-3

24

43

37

38

36

47

S: 1-4

7

0

19

25

20

34

S: I-5

40

52

43

44

47

43

S: II-1

63

69

47

44

43

50

S: II-2

67

86

29

31

30

39

S: II-3

150

144

46

47

37

46

S: II-4

103

128

27

26

22

29

S: II-5

32

12

28

26

34

37

S: III-1

53

59

39

42

36

33

S: 111-2

103

103

37

50

35

39

S: III-3

97

122

36

49

41

49

S: III-4

55

62

32

36

31

32

S: III-5

48

69

34

39

27

31

*Total Preference Scores
**Total Ward Adjustment Scores
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APPENDIX
D
Frequency

of Therapeutic

Individual

Subjects

Experimental

Responses
Under Varied
Conditions

for

30

S: I-1

20
10

0

10

S: I-2

&, 60
Cf.I

IE!

~

!
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0

I
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~
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0
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10

~

0
1

3
5
Baseline

1 8

~

~
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22
10
12 13
17 18
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Ion-cont inExtinction
Contingent
gent !okens
Tokens

SESSIOIS
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20

S: I-4

&a
Cl)
IZI

10

!

0

___;

~

/'----

0

I
!kt

30

S: I-5
20

0

t; 10

i

'\___-J\_ .

0

1

3
Baseline

5

1 8
10
12 13 15
17 18
20
22
Contingent
Extinction
Non-continTokens
gent Tokens
SF.SSIONS

103

20

S: II-1
10

"---

0

50

iell

;

S: II-2

40

1111

30

c.,

I

20

~A

10

lk4
0

t;

I

0
40

S: II-3
30
20

A

10
0

1

3
5
Baseline

7 8 10 12 13 15 17 18 20 22
Bon-continExtinction
Contillgent
gent Tokens
Tokens
SESSIO:IS

104

I
I

20

S: II-4
10

0

0

20

S: II-5
10

0

l

3
Baseline

5

7 8 10 12 13
15 17 18 20 22
Contingent
Bon-continExtinction
gent '?okens
'rokene

SESSIONS

105

APPENDIX
E
Duration

(in Seconds) of Therapeutic

for Individual

Subjects

Responses

Under Varied

Ebcperimental Conditions
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100

S: I-1
50
0

~Ii:
!

250

S: I-2
200

0

I

150
100

Pot

-~
0

~

50
0

Cll

~ 100
.._

S: I-3

~

0

~

I

---------

I\__v\

~

50
0

~ ~

100
50

S: I-4

..,..........__

-----../

0

1

3
5
Baseline

7 8

10

12 13

Contingent
Tokens
SESSIOlfS

15

Ertinotion

17 18

20

22

lfon-eontingent 'l'okens

107

150
S: I-5
100

~
~
tll

\;-

50

~

0

1

3

5

::Baseline

7 8

10

12 13

15

17 18

Extinction

Contingent
'l'okene

~
20

22

Bon-contingent 'fokens

SESSIONS

100
S: II-1

50
0

~
~

...........

~

~ ...../"...__

150
S: II-2

tll

100
50

~ __,/\__

0

l

3
5
::Baseline

7 8

10

12 13

15

Hon-continExtinction
gent 'l'okens

S~SIOlfS

17 18

20

22

Contingent
'l'okens
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200
S: II-3

150
100

kd

I

I

15:

~

~

50

-

v\_

S: II-4

100

...........

i

~

50
0

11!1

~ 100

I

S: II-5

50
0

~ ~
1

3
5
Baseline

78

17 18
20
22
10
12 13
15
Non-contin- Extinction
Contingent
gent Tokens
'rokens

SmBIOIS
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